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Princeton's Festival Entry
Miss Elizabeth Worrell
Miss Elizabeth Worrell, brunette daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I. D.
Worrell, who was selected last Friday night to represent Princeton
in ire annual "Black Patch" celebration. Miss Worrell won the title
of "Miss Princeton" over a field of 23 beauties. Her court of honor
includes Gene Cash, Sarah ,Lee Overby, Mrs. Rachel Neubreur and I
Dorothy Sheffer,
Fredonia Suffers Two
Heavy Losses By Fire
School Gymnasium Total Loss In Friday
Night Blaze; Five Dwellings Destroyed
Monday; Local Truck Lends Aid
Fredonia's second disastrous
fire in less than a week burned
five dwellings Monday and for
a time threatened the entire busi-
ness district before it was brought
under control by the Princeton
Fire Department and scores of
volunteer firefighters.
Home destroyed were those of
Arthur Riley, where the fire
originated; Alvie Babb, Johnson
Lewis, J. T. Baker and Robert
Watson. Babb, Lewis and Baker
were renters and Watson and Ri-
ley owned their homes.
The Fredonia High School gym-
nasium., largest building in the
town, was destroyed by fire fol-
lowing a storm accompanied by
lightning early last Friday.
The gymnasium was the only
one in Caldwell county since But-
ler High School's was abandoned
last winter, and had been the
scene of many basketball tourna-
ments. It was also used as class
rooms for teaching agricultural
subjects.
Fredonia school officials indi-
cated this week a new gymna-
sium would be built but did not
say when work would begin.
Mrs. J. E. Palmer, Davenport,
Fla., and Mrs. F. T. Scriven,
Cleveland, Ohio, left Saturday
morning after a two weeks' visit
with their cousins, Misses Sula
and Eliza Nall.
Mrs. Floyd Scott and William
Scott Ferrell spent Saturday in
Evansville. They were accompa-
nied home by Mrs. Augusta
Thompson, who will visit rela-
tives in the city and county.
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Suggestion For
Johnny Graham
(AP Feature Service)
Miami Beach, Fla,—Tear gas
is being used on the swank In-
dian.Creek golf course to elim-
inate tears of frustration by
the players.
In striving to produce new
putting surfaces where the ball
will roll true, Greenskeeper
Jimmy Blackledge is treating
the areas with tear gas injec-
tions.
The chemical kills every-
thing to a depth of six or eight
inches. The dead grass and
weeds are cleared out, leaving
sterilized soil for the planting
of new grass after the gas has
evaporated.
There is just one drawback.
It may ruin forever the golf-
er's favorite alibi:
"I stroked the ball right; the
bumpy grass threw the putt off
line."
Bands And Floats
Coming To Festival
Cash Prizes Provided
For Competing Pa-
rade Entries
High school bands from Clay
Hanson, Providence, Cadiz, But-
ler and possibility other places
will take part in the street pa-
rade to be held as the opening
event of the Fifth Annual To-
bacco Festival, Dr. Craddock Jag-
gers, publicity chairman, Said
Wednesday
A cash prize of $30-Will be giv-
en for the best marching band
and prizes of $30 and $20 will be
awarded second and third best.
The parade will also contain
floats, for which prizes will be
awarded, best decorated float to
receive $25, the float best deplict-
ing the spirit of the Black Patch,
will receive $25, and the best dec-
orated auto will drak a $10 prize.
Armored units 'from Fort Knox
may participate and the parade
which is expected to be about a
mile long.
First National Bank
To Exhibit Money
During Festival
Through the courtesy of the
Federal Reserve Bank, St. Louis,
the First National Bank will have
on display August 28 through
September 5, in its lobby he loan
collection of United States and
Civil War currency, consisting of
more than 100 specimens of paper
money, fractional and postage
specie. This display can be seen
between the hours of 9 and 2
o'clock daily. An armed attend-I
ant will be present to explain the
exhibit which includes a wide va-
riety of unique speciments many
of which are long since out of
circulation, dating back to the
Revolutionary War.
Boy Scouts Return
From O'boro Camp
Princeton Boy Scouts Gene
Young, Bill Lowery and Rumsey
Taylor, Jr., returned home -Sun-
day after a week at the George
W. Hogg Memorial Scout Camp,
near Owensboro. While at the
camp the boys served on the
Scout engineering crew, whose
work is development and upkeep
of the camp.
Red Front Manager
Undergoes Operation
Jimmy Raymond, popular man-
ager of the Market street Red
Front store here, was reported to
be improving Wednesday at Jen-
nie Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville,
where he underwent an emergen-
cy appendectomy late Saturday.
Physicians said altho Raymond's
condition was not so good Sun-
day, he had rapidly improved the
first of the week.
In City, County
No Arrests At. Polls
As Voters Cast Bal-
lots Here •
No motor accidents, few dis-
turbances and no brawls marred
the election scene here over the
week-end, officers said Tuesday.
General quiet prevailed at both
country and city polling places,
they said. .
Two drunks were arrested and
a Negro woman was apprehended
for stabbing another Saturday
night. Thousands of residents of
the county flocked to town after
voting in their home precincts
Saturday and continued to mill
about in the circuit courtroom,
where vote tabulation was in
progress, until nearly midnight.
Officers described the election
week-end as the quietest in
years," altho crowds were above
average and some races close and
exciting.
Recount Leaves
Two Still Tied In
Magisterial Race
Election officials here were
nonplused after a recount of
votes cast for magisterial candi-
dates in District No. 3 revealed
Boone Martin and C. K. McNeely
who tied in the first count still
deadlocked with 117 votes each.
Election law provides they should
draw lots but Mr. Martin didn't
see it that way and officials have
delayed action pending higher of-
ficers decision . . . probably the
Attorney General. One citizen of
the district urged the tie should
stand. Supplying the section with
two magistrates, "so we can really
get some roads."
Ten More Sent Calls
For Physical Tests
Arthur Harold Smith, James
Marion Seott, Joseph Malcolm
Blackburn, Charles Edwin Creek-
mur, Carmon Eugene Jackson,
Charles Edwin Larkins, Arnold
Chester StaUins, Merle Kilgore,
James McClean, Jack Gordon
Nichols were notified this week
to appear for physical examina-
tions under the Selective Service.
Aluminum Taken To
Paducah Wednesday
By CCC And Legion
Princeton's aluminum contribu-
tion to the defense program, 1,030
pounds of the vitally important
metal collected last week by the
Boy Scouts and the Legion, was
taken to the Paducah concentra-
tion point Wednesday in a CCC
truck, donated for the purpose
CCC boys loaded the truck from
the bin on the courthouse square
and Legionnaire Kirby Thomas
accompanied it to Paducah.
State Buys Diesel
Engines For Prison
(By Associated Press)
The Fairbanks. Morse and Com-
pany, Cincinnati, was given the
contract for installing two Diesel
engines and electric generators to
provide power for a new water
plant at the Eddyville prison.
The Cincinnati company's bid of
$26,889 was the only one re-
ceived. J. 0. Hardin, former county at-
torney of Caldwell county and a
Thieves Steal Tools member of the local bar, was
From Highway Camp nominated for police judge of
Hopkinsville in Saturday's pri-
Thieves entered the highway mary election. Mr. Hardin moved
tool camp a short distance from to Hopkinsville 4 years ago and
Princeton pear Friendship last has been prominent in Young
Friday night, stealing about $40 Democratic Club activities there.
worth of State kids and an un- He defeated Judge Hunter Wood,
determined quantity of gasoline, who had held the office the last
it was reported Monday. 6 years,
Close Finish In Judge's Race
Features Democratic Primary
[Cummins Wins By 25 Votes; H. L. StephensElection Was Quiet Defeats Hanberry; Philip Stevens Leads
Ticket; Jones Is Winner Over McConnell
For Representative; Tie Vote In Magis-
terial Contest; Eldred Victor Over Lisanby
The unofficial tabulated vote by precincts, in Wilik fan
Democratic and Republican primary elections, will be found
on Page 5 of this issue of The Leader.
Democrats and Republicans of Princeton and Caldwell county
chose party nominees again last Saturday in time honored custom,
with no outward friction at the polls and an average turn-out of
voters. Unlike results in other years, observers expressed the opin-
ion all factions of the Democratic party were represented among
Its nominees.
Two Democratic contests furnished most of the interest as the
"long count" here dragged through Monday and until. 9:15 o'clock
that night. Joe E. Cummins, member of the city council, and Her-
man P. White, well known farmer of the Cobb section, fought a nip
and tuck battle for the county judge's nomination, Mr. Cummins
winning by a 25-vote mai gin, while the contest for the county at-
torney's place remained close enough between George 0. Eldred,
incumbent and ultimate winner, and J. Gordon Lisanby, to keep
scores of interested onlookers in the hot circuit courtroom until the
final precinct was counted. Mr. Eldred's majority was 320 votes.
A contest in which there was county-wide interest and which
developed considerable pre-primary factional activity was that be-
tween T. B. McConnell, three times representative in the legislature
from this district, and William L. Jones, well known young farmer
of Princeton Star Route. This race, while reasonably close until the
vote count neared its end, saw Mr. Jones jump into an early lead
which he never surrendered. He was the winner by a margin of
422 votes. Ben Yandell defeated R. G. McClelland 934 to 587 for
the Republican nomination in the legislative contest of that party.
A mild upset in the Republican contest for the county judge's
nomination was scored by 29-year-old Herman Lee Stephens, county
tax commissioner the last 4 years, when he ousted incumbent Judge
A. F. Hanberry, considered a campaigner par excellence. Mr. Steph-
ens won by 227 votes and will oppose Mr. Cummins in November.
Philip Stevens, popular county court clerk, took top honors by
leading the Democratic ticket in his contest with Garland Quisen-
berry for this office. Mr. Stevens' total ran to almost three times
that of his opponent, the vote being Stevens, 2,475; Quisenberry, 861.
Another unusual feature of Saturday's balloting was a tie vote
in the contest for the Democratic nomination for magistrate in the
Third district, C. K. McNeely and Boone Martin receiving 117 votes
each. This contest caused much speculation as to how a decision
would be reached between the candidates. The opinion expressed
by best informed persons was that the winner will be decided by
lot.
S. J. Larkins, Democrat, and Earl Hillyard, Republican, both
unopposed for their party nominations, will contest for the tax
commissioner's office in the November election.
Magisterial nominees are: District No. 1, C. W. Martin, Demo-
crat, unopposed; District No. 2, Paul Rowland, Republican, winner
over Leslie Paris and T. H. Vinson; District No. 3, C. K. McNeeley
and Boone Martin Martin, Democrats, tied, 117 votes each; District
No. 4, Everett Glass, Democrat, winner over It. H. Hart and Claud
Cortner; District No. 5, J. E. Thompson, Republican, winner over
Henry Prowell and J. E.Boone; District No. 6, Thomas Bond, Demo-
crat, unopposed; District No. 7, Calvin Oates, Republican, winner
over Richard Roberts.
Unofficial vote in all the major contests follows:
Representative: W. L. Jones (D), 1,823; T. B. McConnell (D),
1,401; R. G. McClelland (R), 587; Ben Yandell (R), 934.
County Judge: Herman P. White (D), 1,235; Joe E. Cummins (D),
1,260; Boothie Morse (D), 712; Herman Stephens (R), 944; A. F.
Hanberry (R), 717.
County Attorney: George 0. Eldred (D), 1,746; J. Gordon Lis-
anby (D), 1,426; Charles McGough (R).
County Court Clerk: Garland Quisenberry (D), 861; Philip Stev-
ens (D), 2,475; Ray Baker (R).
Sheriff: Gayle Pettit (D), 516; Hyland Mitchell (D), 439; Sam
0. Catlett (D), 749; W. Otho Towery (D), 580; Dow Morse (Dl, 1,080;
Mitchell Clift (Ft), 1,060; W. S. Deboe (R), 182; Everett E. Jones
(R), 475.
Jailer: J. E. Childress (D), 1.366; John Herron (D), 826; Labe
Fralicks (D), 296; R. B. Clark (D), 613; R. W. Hawkins (R), 206;
Fred McChesney (R), 350; Taylor Sherills (R), 152; J. Luther Sigler
(R), 952.
Caldwell Man Is
Injured By Truck
J. R. McDaniel, 49-year-old
blacksmith of Princeton Route 2,
was reported improved Wednes-
day morning at the Princeton
Hospital where he was taken July
30, after being hit by a truck at
South Seminary and Washington
street. He received a serious hip
injury and minor body bruises.
J. 0. Hardin Wins
At Hopkinsville
500-Pound Peach Pie
To Feature Party
(By Associated Press)
Paducah, Aug. 6—Fresh peach
week, proclaimed for August 7-
15 by Gov. Keen Johnson to pro-
mote consumption of the State's
large peach crop, will be inaugu-
rated here Thursday night with
an open house party at the Peach
Growers Association shipping
shed, Secretary Herman Yopp
said Tuesday.
Visitors will be served portions
of a 500-pound peach pie, which
the association is having baked
for the party.
Mrs. Clay Gresham, Princeton
Rouie 3, has returned from a ten-
day visit to Detroit, where she
visited Mrs. Tula Goodwin, and
her son, Gene and Wife. While
there she visited the Ford Motor
Plant, Belle Isle, Edison Institute
Museum, Art Museum, Zoological
Park, and Airport.
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WHERE THREE ""
TRIED TO BLOOM si
I4Nstv iiiceton has only two newspapers,
where three tried to bloom before.
This is a step in the right direction; for
Princeton never should have had three news-
papers, especially in latter days when news-
papers, small and large, have found the long,
long trail of rising prices for everything they
have to buy growing steeper . . . while gen-
erations-long custom still enforces rigid re-
strictions upon what they can charge for
services rendered.
As has been pointed out in these columns
heretofore, no community can be well served
by its newspapers if revenues do not mate-
rialize in sufficient volume to permit of a fair
margin of profit.
Cities and towns all over the nation,
which formerly had two or more newspapers,
have watched the process of elimination and
the growing competition of radio, picture
magazines, color printing and other develop-
ments of the modern age narrow the fields
te those newspapers which, by reason of good
ethics, high character and best service to
their communities, have proven their worth.
In only one other town in Kentucky, so
far as this writer knows, has the newspaper
situation been anything like so bad as here;
and Princeton has long been known, among
members of the Fourth Estate, as a sorely
suffering newspaper field where the laborer
was not able to gain his fair hire.
The business of newspapering is soundly
grounded upon the principle, established by
pioneers of early journalism who builded bet-
ter than they knew, that in order to have
just claim upon the business folk of the com-
munity as an advertising medium, the news-
paper had first to establish itself as a pur-
veyor of worth while news, as the chronicle
of community happenings, as the representa-
tive of its community's best interests, at
home and abroad.
Princeton's newspapers have been un-
able to do this well, partly because competi-
tion prevented the hiring of able NEWS per-
sonnel, partly because those who have oper-
ated them had not the basic understanding
that NEWS comes FIRST.
There is service, of course, and a very
real value it has too, in the advertising mes-
sages carried by newspapers. They give mer-
chandise news, save time and money (since
time is money) for the readers.
This newspaper's standards will not per-
mit unfair crowding of its pages with ad-
vertising; which is why The Leader prints
12 pages almost every week, so that reading
matter, news, features, pictures, church no-
tices, agricultural information and all the
other coverage expected of a proper commu-
nity newspaper may be carried in type.
The present editor of The Leader is in
the newspaper business because he likes it,
4Le
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, K
— --
having caught the fever at an early age.
There are many easier ways to make a liv-
ing; but this one suits us, tho it means work-
ing days, nights, Sundays and high holidays.
But we want the newspaper we publish to be
the very best possible under the circum-
stances, have promised Princeton and Cald-
well county the BEST' COMMUNITY NEWS-
PAPER IN KENTUCKY, and we will con-
stantly improve this paper until this goal is
reached: and then, will bend every effort to
keep our paper at that peak.
We want to prosper here upon the basis
of the kind of service we render, believing
that HE PROFITS MOST WHO SERVES
BEST is a truism, as well as a motto. We
think The Leader is serving well, intend that
it shall serve better. And in that spirit, we
pledge again that The Leader will do a good
newspaper job for the field it serves, reflect-
ing credit upon the community and upon
those, its patrons, who give it life.
" 
- _
TANDY ELLIS CAN
REALLY SELL KENTUCKY
The publicity bug seems to have bitten
at least one top-notch gentleman at Frank-
fort with results which already give indica-
tion of bringing much benefit to Kentuckys
Following soon upon publication of an_
illustrated booklet replete with beautifu/ pic-
tures of Kentucky's noted attractims, road
Ings, the most recent highway triap, an index
listing hundreds of Interesting things about
the State and other data calculated to attract
visitors, Kentucky's highwtiy rointhissioner
took another step which preV4ea that a gentle
nip from the publicity intect was enough . .
He appointed Geri. 311rries Tandy Ellis to be
director of pablicIty for the State Highway
Department.
Nearly everybody in Kentucky, 'and
many thousands of folk elsewhere through-
out the nation, has read General Ellis' Tang
of the South, formerly a regular feature in
Louisville newspapers and more recently ap-
pearing in the Carrollton News-Democrat and
other State publications. And a great many
persons have listened with delight while this
matchless teller of tales which reek With the
romance of the old and picturesque South,
particularly Kentucky, twanged his guitar,
sang the old sweet melodies of Stephen Collins
Foster and recounted again from an unlim-
ited supply those Negro stories he alone, of
all the old-time
properly.
We of the wresutipaper fraternity know
Tandy Ellis well; and love him much for the
warm and kindly humor he brings us when
we see and hear him and for the imperishable
contribution he has made to Kentucky jour-
nalism.
What he has done at a thousand banquet
tables, for a 'relative few Kentuckians and
their guests, he can do as well . . . what no-
body else now alive can do, for millions whe
hold Kentucky dear because she is so advan-
tageously known to them through song,
story, poetry and history . . . this via the
other waves.
This writer does not know what Ccrrn-
missioner J. Lyter Donaldson had in mind
for General Ellis when he named him to pub-
licize Kentucky Highways and all the beau-
ties and the allure of our grand, old State.
We are well aware however that in this ac-
complished Kentuckian the State has a very
great asset, if she will but use his unique and
attractive talents to advantage.
Like the biblical man who kid his light
under a bushel, Kentucky too lung has neg-
lected her chief asset in not extending, In
attractive and effective manner, invitation to
the rest 4 the country to visit her, to see
her beauties, her shrines, her natural won-
ders; and to become better attuned to the
greatest of all arts, known and practiced so
well in Kentucky . . . the art of living well,
in enjoyment of the beneficent blessings
Mother Nature has given us here.
raconteurs, is left to tell
There is an empty seat at premieres Of
all shows in which the veteran actor, Victor
Moore, appears. He always buys a ticket- for
his wife, who died six years• ago.
The Best In Years!
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS By G' M. P.
Now numerouS candidates are
realizing b I tt e r disappoinment
conies 'after sweet promises ob-
tained daring the campaign.
P6myriler has said litre fore
once, and in the etilter#al col-
'limns too, some pretty twelfth things
'about carnivals; but steVer has the
truth been told any 'better than in
a little poem recently sent in as a
possible contribution to this col-
umn. Read it and judge for your-
self:
A Carnil pitched its tents, one day,
**etr City Park, where the children
play;
A merry-go-round and a Ferris Wheel
And other devices that might appeal
To the people of our little town
Were set in place ere the sun went
down.
And then they started in to tell
Of the various things they had to
sell.
They hawked their wares to young and
old.
And we even had our fortunes told;
We rode the rides and saw each show
And saw our dimes and nickels go;
We watched them play at games of
chance
And paid to see a woman dance,
But we never gave a single thought
To the worthless things oar money
bought.
Yes, the carnival came and pitched its
tent,
Stayed a week and away it went,
Leaving our people to count the cost
Of just how much we'd gained or
lost.
Our little Park, once green with grass,
Now full of holes and broken glass
From whiskey bottles thrown away
At the very place where our children
play.
The license fee that our City got
Can never restore that lovely lot.
Our merchants took it on the chin
From the very day that the show
blew in,
But the thing 4hat made them fret andfrown
Was to see that money leave our
town.
'Tis the price we always have to pay
When a traveling carnival comes our
way.
'Yes, they'll come again, as they have
before,
And we'll let them in thru our opendoor,
And when they leave, once more we'll
know
This is the town where the suckers
• grow.
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Best friends won't tell, is the
way a breath sweetener advertises
. . . And the same thing is true
about getting out a newspaper:
Our best friends sometimes won't
tell us the news, even when we cor-
• ner 'em and try to get the facts!
11*
Carl Sparks pulled quite a nifty
:last week—one that would have
'made front pages just about every-
where, when he had lunch served
to the visiting notables of the Ken-
tucky Guernsey Association in his
dairy barn . . . He didn't tell the
• Pennyriler about this in time for
' last week's Leader, tho we did get
a pretty fair report of the meeting
in the paper.
111
The said dairy barn is the latest
thing in modern cleanliness and, if
the distinguished guests couldn't
get Water fast enough to put but
the tite of the hot barbecue, plenty
of individual sanitary drinking
fountains . . . one for each prito
Guernsey cow ordinarily, Were
handy. There was nary a fly, not
the faintest odor, and (perhaps)
air-conditioning.
Leader news and editorial fea-
tures have been attracting consid-
erable notice by the dallies of the
State recently, Louisville Times,
Owensboro Messenger, Lexington
Herald and Richmond Register
having reproduced items from
Leader pages within the last week.
In each instance, the publicity was
all right for Princeton and Caldwell
county.
111.
Mr. Shattuck's ad in last week's
Leader is remindful of a ditty I
heard often in childhood. It went
something like this: Little Johnny
Jones and his Sister Sue, he took
and bite and she took a chew of
a peach of emerald hue, them too,
boo hoo, listen to my tale of woe
... Johnny and Sue both succumb-
ed after eating their green peaches;
which may have been better, or
worse, than what happened to old
Adam for eating that forbidden
apple, green or ripe.
I would not exchange my home
on the range for a duplex apart-
ment, or flat. It's lonesome out
there, but I do not care; and here
is my reason for that: There's no-
body near, I don't have to hear
those cowboys sing thru their
noses. There's none of that there,
they're all on the air, or else on the
screen, striking poses. (Anon..)
Many honeymooners go to Ber-
muda and at last your Pennyriler
has found a good reason „, . -Mo-
torcycles are banned there because,
the assembly says, they are too
dangerous even for policemen . . .
and further, opined the assembly,
they are too noisy. Hot zigity zam I
Also, Amen,
A contemporary whose sense of
humor endears him to everybody
except his wife, sea 'I am getting
older, fast . Because I wrote a
piece about summer dances, then
and now • .. And cheerfully I plead
guilty, finding additional proof in
benign 
-contemplation of my good
friend's girth . .. and my own, the
while remembering we both weigh-
ed about 135, for years and years.
While not very well acquainted
in Whitley county, Kentucky, I
don't see how I could have refrain-
ed from voting for the candidate
for jailer up there who advertised
so attraetively and signed himself
"I Iootowl".
sr-•4
Odd But -Science
ity Howard W. Blakeslee
AP Science Editor
ehapel Hill, N. C.—If an al
flying 100,000 miles a second,
ries a cannon whose muzzle v
is 100,000 miles a second, how
does the shell travel when
straight ahead?
The answer by ordinary
matics is 200,000 miles a
that is, the plane's speed pis
shell's velocity.
But it is only 155,153 m
Einstein mathematics, as d
strated by Dr. Archibald H
son, University of North C
mathematician.
The demonstration comes
a new way of proving El
theory of simple relativity.
theory caused a lot of disp
Einstein said it showed a
in motion keeps different
one at rest.
He added that you co:
tect this on earth, becau,,
ference did not app-:'
approached the sp,6
which is 186,000 miles a
Dr. Henderson. with
C. H.. Frick, developed
geometrical met nod of
Einstein's correctness. .
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over a bevy qf hard - to- beat
grounded Angels and will do wellin the Black Patch race.
MEMOS OF MAIN STREET . .
Mrs. Rachael Neubauer ia mighty
pretty and she and husband add
much to Princeton's already grand
bunch of young married people
who see life as a sweet scented
rose garden V . . The "Little Betty
Drain" personal in the columns
of P.L. last week was all too er-
roneous ... Betty really is among
the keenest of sorrel tops, slender
and pretty and as grown up as
could be expected of a modern
17
-year-old . . . And the way Bill
Presler has been making her tele-
phone buzz binds with iron the
proof she left the "Little" title
somewhere along the way years
ago . . . Gene Cash is prettier
than I reckoned, seemingly im-
proving . . Happy looking cou-
ple that have all the wealth of the
world staked with each other is
the attractive Jimmy Greshams
... Cannot understand Nelle Rose
Smith's first round elimination in
the beauty contest . . . Wonder
why Lucille Gray wanted to beat
a certain gal in the contest so bad-
ly? .V . Glad to see the Harry
Hales back to pound the Main-
stem concrete with us . . Dallas
Oliver aspires to be a poet.and
does turn out a neat rhyme occa-
sionally . . . Granny is a ppetry
lover and loves the perfect rhyme
sclaenaes of Oliver W. Holmes.
DIXIE L. JACOBS, THE SLEN-
DER little "pretty, gal" at the
First Nat. Bk., tried improving
her keen mind last week by tak-
ing part of her vacation at a Lou-
isville bank studying its ways and
means. 'Twas O.K., and Dixie is
bound for a lofty niche if her
enthusiasm for banking continues
... Story was, she stopped her ob-
servation and dated a nice guy
who took her to the ppery . . .
Would be no s'prise if she came
back all aglow and singing the
praises of Romance . . . Was it Va.
Jones that D. Ferrell and B. Wal-
ker were riding around with a
night last week?
THE THINGS I LOVE (with
apologies to a new song hit) are
touches of friendliness that light
up the faces of my friends when
I do something they appreciate ...
The cool fragrance of a breeze
from a new mown hayfield . . .
Night, when the crickets sing to
a big half moon . . . Daybreak
when I can sleep all I want to ...
The sound of summer rain . . .
Sincerity of someone close who
looks inside my heart and lifts
with their eyes the dead weight
of moodiness.
The United States depends on
the Netherlands East Indies for
its supply of quinine.
--buVi,1g a beautiful,
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sober Boston Transcript (now de-
parted, alas!), and the flaming
Denver Post, and the strongwill-
ed, crusading Kansas City World.
Many papers have rendered great
service—the New York Times and
its successful attack or Boss
Tweed is one bright example.
Mr. Mott has not overempha-
WASHINGTON DAYBOOK 
Youth Of 'M Takes 'Selective Service'
Better Than Many Dads Take 'Draft
(By Jack Stinnett)
Washington—Young America is
a great deal more patriotic, more
intelligent, better informed and
less rebellious toward laws laid
down for it than young America
was in World War I.
That conclusion can be drawn
from some figures from the De-
partment of Justice.
After approximately 10 months
since the first selective service
registration, the department tells
me it has had 20,000 complaints
of violation of the selective ser-
vice laws. There have been 226
individuals convicted and there
are 365 persons awaiting trial.
If these seem startling figures,
just compare them with Maj. Gen.
Enoch Crowder's report on the
draft in World War I. Fifteen
months after the first registration
then, 474,861 "draft dodgers" had
been reported; 67,838 men had
been apprehended and sent to
camp or to prison; and still there
were 295,184 cases on the books
for the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation to ferret out.
Editorial campaigns and word-
sized New York journalism, how-
ever, and he has not forgotten the
service of the dozens of impor-
tant weeklies—Leslie's and Har-
per's, for two. He has seen how
the beginnings of a paper may
influence its career, as witness
the San Francisco Chronicle. By
dividing his story into somewhat
arbitrary periods he has been able
to indicate the changes of per-
sonnel and policy, and to show
the effect of the shifting national
scene on the profession at the ex-
pense of starting and stopping the
narrative a good many times.
For my taste, the first three-
quarters of the book are best; Mr.
Mdtt seems to have found it nec-
essary to speed a bit in the later
sections. But I doubt that any-
of-mouth battles, pro and con,
were waged against "slackers"
(men who failed or refused to
register); "delinquents" (men who
didn't answer their questionnaires
or report for physical examina-
tions); and "deserters" (men who
refused to obey or ignored orders
to report for induction).
As far as the public was con-
cerned, they were either "slack-
ers" or "draft dodgers" and for
the most part were considered
just • a step below ."worm. It is
particularly significant that al-
though we are nearing the one-
year mark for selective service
today, there has been hardly a
mention of "slackers" and "draft
dodgers."
In the spring and summer of
1918, when the World War 1 draft
law was only a shadow older than
the present one, the FBI was con-
ducting "slacker raids" in key in-
dustrial centers. The first was in
Pittsburgh in March. So success-
ful was it in netting draft dodgers,
similar raids followed immediate-
ly in Chicago and Boston. Seven
hundred "deserters" were picked
up in the former city and 800 in
the latter. But the daddy of all
such raids was held in New York,
Brooklyn and Jersey City between
September 3 and 6. On those
three days, more than 50,000 men
were examined or rounded up for
questioning. When it was all over
16,505 "draft dodgers" either had
been packed off to camp or were
held for trial.
All of this happened in a period
when only 10,640,846 men had
registered for the draft com-
pared to approximately 17,250,000
who have registered today.
Aside from the fact that World
War I was a shooting war and
this, so far, isn't for the United
States, draft evasions follow pret-
ty much the same pattern. Most
delinquencies arise from igno-body could have avoided a little ranee of the law or simple indif-
speed here and there. ference to it.
Is a Member of The Associated Press
Kentucky Tobacco
Income Decreases
S m all Crops, Low
Prices Bring Weed
Returns Down
Smaller tobacco acreages and
lower tobacco prices reduced the
incomes of farmers in the outer
bluegrass region of Kentucky last
year, according to a report issued
by the Department of Farm Eco-
nomics in the State College of
Agriculture and Home Economics.
For the year 1940 the average in-
come on 76 farina studied was
$108 less than in 1939.
"This reduction in income," says
John H. Bondurant, author of the
report, "was due principally to
smaller acreages and lower prices
of tobacco."
The average net earnings of the
76 farms last year was $1,204 after
all expenses had been paid and
5 percent interest allowed on the
investment. Earnings varied from
a loss of $266 to a profit of $4,32.3.
As analyzed by Mr. Bondurant,
some of the differences in income
were due to size and volume of
business, crop yields, especially of
tobacco, hay and corn, pasture
production, livestock production,
the number of important sources
oeincome from a well-balanced
crop and livestock system, the ef-
ficient use of labor and capital,
including the purchases of lime,
fertilizers, seeds and feeds.
The farms were located in Ma-
rion, Grant, Fleming, Owen, Hen-
ry, Shelby and Washington coun-
ties.
Realism
Laguna Beach, Calif. (11')—Just
as 14 student life guards lined up
on the abeach for tests, Captain
Roll Beck was interrupted by a
call for help from two men far
out in the surf. While the tyros
looked on, Beck and an assistant
pulled them to shore and revived 4
them.
NIL
VT.
N.
MASS.
R.I.
'CONN.
N.J.
DEL.
MO.
The shaded area on this map indicates the approximate portion
of the United States in which a night "blackout" of 100,000 gasoline
service stations was proclaimed by Secretary Ickes as a conserva-
tion measure. The closing of stations from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m, became
effective Sunday, Aug. 3, in eastern states only following reported
petroleum shortages because of transportation difficulties. In the
northern section the western limits of the zone are irregular be-
cause of transportation inequalities. The curfew will be effective
in 12 states, parts of five others and the District of Columbia.
By John Selby
"AMERICAN JOURNALISM," by
Frank Luther Mott (Macmillan:
$5.50).
For two or three weeks I have
been dipping at random into
Frank Luther Mutt's "American
Journalism," and up to now every
dip has brought up some fish. Mr.
Mott is 'trying to tell the story of
250 years of American newspa-
pers in 772 pages, which means
that he is attempting the impos-
sible. A large number of single
newspapers—the Springfield Re-
publican, Kansas City Star, New
York Times among them—de-
serve that much space and could
fill it with interesting material.
But Mr. Mott has condensed well,
has remained admirably objec-
tive, and writes beautifully. So
far as I can tell, be is also more
accurate than many others who
have dealt with the same sub-
ject, although there are minor in-
accuracies to be found, and a few
major omissions.
But it is a superb story, just
the same. It is amazing how many
newspapers in the United States
have grown themselves "charac-
ters," and how many have con-
tributed enormously to the wel-
fare of the country. There was
the brilliant New York Sun un-
der Dana, for example, and the
SMOKE MEANS
TROUBLE!
IT'S TOO LATE!
Prevent excessive wear which
can make your car a "smoker."
Use Insulated Flavoline Motor
Oil, Texaco's finest. It is insu-
lated against heat, against cold.
Havoline it wholly distilled 4
free of harmful elements which
accelerate wear.
rowa0e6ifsa a
CUMMINS
Service Stations
Page Four
A service station attendant looked at his watch as he delivered gas to the last customer to be
served at this New York service station. About 100,000 eastern stations were reported observing
the busk to dawn "blackout" to conserve gasoline. This station is on the West Side highway near
Riverside Drive and the Hudson river. (Associated Press Telemat)
Fines Assessed For
Driving Without
State Licenses
Officers here in continuing the
campaign against traffic law vio-
lators arrested 11 persons over
the week-end. They \Sere J: E.
Smith, Nashville, overweight and
overlength truck, fined $30 and
costs; Pauline Ethridge, driving
without operator's license, filed;
H. E. Mitchell, driving without
Operator's license, filed;; Cletus
Corley, no operator's license,
filed; Tom Miller, Earlington,
crossing yellow line on highway
curve, filed; J. L. Grove, Nash-
ville, overweight truck, $15 and
costs; John Hov.rton, Princeton,
allowing unlicensed operator to
drive car, filed; Owen Sons,
Princeton, driving without oper-
ator's license, filed; Bob Riley,
drunk, $10 and costs; Ed Pugh,
drunk, filed, and Mildred Hogan,
Negress, stabbing another wo-
man, waived to the grand jury.
Ice Cream Supper
An ice cream and pie supper
will be held at Nabb school Sat-
urday night, August 9, and pro-
ceeds will go to the school im-
provement fund, Instructor, Mrs.
Stanley Deboe said Tuesday.
You should know
spicy, herbal
A TOP-SELLING LAXATIVE
ALL OVER THE SOUTH
1•101001-draidiEMEWNFOJPJEIS.
CLASSIFIED ADS
Effective now, all classified ads
must be paid for when ordered,
except in cases of business firms
having regular advertising ac-
counts with The Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
rule.
WANTED—Passengers to Detroit.
Regular weekly trips. See Lee-
man Baker, Farmersville. ltp
FOR SALE—Solid walnut, 11-
piece dining room suite. Also
Singer sewing machine. —Mrs.
Shell Smith.
FOR SALE—This week, 25 ewes
(Southdown), $5 per head; 1 na-
tive Southdown ram—See G. E.
Jones, Eddyville, Ky. ltp
FOR SALE—King Trumpet and
Case, first class condition, $125.00
instrument, will sacrifice for $50.
H. A .Goodwin, Jr., 521 Hopkins-
vine St., Phone 390.
FOR RENT—Seven-room house,
close in. Thomas Winters, phone
364-W. ltp
FOR RENT—Grocery store on
Cadiz street. Good location. See
Mrs. C. Adams, 306 Cadiz street,
or phone 686. ltc
FREE! If excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indiges-
tion, Heartburn, Belching, Bloat-
ing, Nausea, Gas Pains, get free
sample, 'Udga, at Dawson Drug
Store. tooct9pd
FOR SALE—One good, used 7-
foot General Electric refrigerator.
$35; one used Norge refrigerator,
6-foot, $30.— Princeton Lumber
Co., phone 260. 2tc
FOR SALE—That good thick
buttermilk at 20c per gallon.—
Princeton Cream and Butter Co.
BARGAIN in old newspapers for
quick disposal-3 bundles, liberal
size, 10 cents.—Leader Office.
The root of the yucca plant is
used by Navajo Indians of New
Mexico for washing wool and
shampooing their hair.
Now In Stock At Lowest
Reduced Prices
This includes all popular
brands we sell .. . Sheers,
Laces, Jersey, Voile, Tropi-
cal Cloths, Peints and Mus-
line.
Also Millinery Reduced--
Play Suits and Slack Suits.
Sula And
Eliza Nall
18011KrESJIMMisililliagia0.101g0.1050...10.1didradardlirdragardiarardslgpilAl
portsmen's Club
lans Picnic Aug. 21
'erald F. Baker Talks
At MondaY Night
Meeting Here
Gerald F. Baker, manager of
the Kentucky Woodlands Wild-
life Refuge, in the Coalins area
of Lyon and Trigg counties, and
Eugene Cypert, assistant man-
ager, addressed approximately 25
members of the Caldwell County
Sportsmen's Club at their regular
August meeting Monday in the
county courtroom, explaining
work of the federal project.
Discussion was had and plans
made for the club's annual bar-
becue picnic, to be held at the
Jones-Keeney Game Refuge on
the Princeton - Dawson Springs
highway, Thursday, Aug. 21 from
5 to 7 o'clock. Steve Wakefield,
director of the Kentucky Division
of Game and Fish, will be princi-
pal speaker.
The picnic and barbecue will
be free to holders of membership
cards and a membership cam-
paign is in progress now.
Other features of the Sports-
men's picnic will be exhibitions
of expert shooting and casting, it
was announced.
Lost Baby Girl Is Found
Safe After All-Night Hunt
Except for scores of insect
bites, briar scratches and ex-
treme fright from wandering
through the fields west of the
Eddyville road, little Sharon
Talley, 18-month-old daugh-
ter of Grace Talley, was
found unhurt Friday morning
by a huge searching party,
after a night of being lost.
The little girl slipped away
from her grandmother, whom
she had accompanied to drive
the cows hom at dusk Thurs-
day night, and could not be
found in the gathering dark-
ness.
A searching party, includ-
ing the entire CCC force,
Deaths and
Funerals
 HUH-
Mrs. J. S. Hillyard
Funeral services were held at
2 _o'clock Tuesday afternoon in
Falls City, Neb., for Mrs. J. S.
Hillyard, who died Saturday at
her home there. She was a sis-
highway patrolmen, county
patrolmen and sheriff, and a
number of Prfncetonians,
formed immediately and
combed woods and fields near
the CC camp all during the
night, finally locating the
baby about 2 o'clock the next
morning, asleep in a meadow,
bedraggled and exhausted,
but not injured.
She had strayed less than
a half-mile from the place
where she disappeared but
was difficult to locate be-
cause of heavy undergrowth,
darkness and her inability to
make searchers hearlher.
ter-in-law of Mrs. J. W. Mc,-
Gough, who along with Mr. Mc-
Gough and Iley McGough, at-
tended the services.
Nothing For Walking?
Jacksonville, N. C. ()--Strat-
ton C. Murrell, 13, rode from his
home to Camp Tuscarora and
back-130 miles—to appear be-
fore a Boy Scout court of honor
to obtain a second class badge and
a merit badge in reading.
Amazing Performance!
P1-91. A sensational value! 5-tube
'AC-DC Cirtiait. Beam Power. Built-
' In Loop Aerial. Many other new
features. Walnut shade plastic cab-
inet See it now!
Battery or Plug-in
PORTABLE PT-87
Plays anywhere . . . outdoors, in-
doors! 5 Philco Tubes. Built-In
Loop Aerial. Cowhide
graining case. Complete $29.95
with batteries.
Thursday, August 7,1
Let me take this opportunity to thank pm one
and all from the bottam of my heart for your gener-
ous support in my successful campaign for 'lamina-
tion. I am deeply grateful to all of you who voted
and worked for me in this election. To those who
thought best to vote for my opponents, I have only
the kindest feelings. I realize that every voter has a
right to and should vote as he thinks best. And thank
God we live in a country today where we can do so.
I am as always. sincerely your friend,
MITCHELL CLIFT
Mr. and Mrs. Clint McGowan,
Princeton, on the birth of a baby
girl July 29. She has been named
Madie.
Mr. and Mrs, James Logan,
Princeton, on the birth of a
daughter, July 31. She has been
named Betty Sue.
>>
Mr. and Mrs. John Earl Vick-
ery, Cobb, on the birth of a
daughter, July 28. She has been
named Patricia Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Bryant on
the birth of a daughter, July 28.
She has been named Marilyn
Yvonne.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Barclay Town,
Princeton, on the birth of a
daughter, July 30, and has been
named Norma Sue.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Martin
Sigler, Shady Grove, on the birth
of a son, July 21. He has been
named James Edward.
Mrs. W. C. Baker, Lewistown,
remains in a very serious condi-
tion.
Hospital News
"Baby" Guess, Salem, returned
home yesterday, after remaining
in the hospital for a month.
>>
Mr. J. H. Guess remains in the
hospital after a serious hand in-
jury, received while working in
a spar mine.
Mr. J. M. Bun• ton, Princeton, is
In the hospital this week for
treatment.
• C
Mr. E. B. Jones, Salem, who
was injured last week, is improv-
ing.
>>
Judson Kelly, Princeton, Is im-
proving after a back injury.
>>
Master Spurlin, little son of
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Spurlin, Fre-
donia, left the hospital Tuesday,
after a tonsilectomy.
Vulnerable
Ashland, Va. (if)—Paul Watkins
thought he had heard all the un-
usual inquiries a weekly editor
gets on the telephone. Then an
Ashland woman telephoned the
Herald-Progress office wanting to
know where she could find a
fourth for bridge. And Editor
Katkins knew.
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PENNEY'S For Style and Quali
Budget-Priced!
GLEN ROW
DRESSES
2.98
Supple little dressmaker
type frocks that will see
you smartly through the
changing seasons. Note the
demure, scalloped collar
and pocket flaps. The full
swinging skirt and tiny
midriff section will whittle
your waist to nothing. Spun
rayon in the newest fall
shades.
A Smoothly Tailored
JEAN NEDRA
DRESS
3.98
Rows of clever stitching
give this dress the slim
torso look so popular right
now! Slim, below-the-hip
pleats, zippered front blouse
and dashing pointed collar.
A rayon and wool mixture
with a soft finish! Just
right for your first be-
tween
-season dress of the
year!
HANDBAGS
98e
These bags are a real fash-
ion find at this low price!
Simulated calfskin and
grained leathers. Huge en-
velopes, shirred dressy sty-
les and smart patent trim-
med types. Mirror, change
purse and plenty of room in
each! Zipper or snap clos-
ing.
Princeton's Busiest Department Store
Jean Nedra Felt
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What Makes The Yankees Click? 
ou Can't Point To Any One Thing
s Lone Reason For Yanks Success
By Dillon Graham
Sports Editor, AP Service
New York-The Yankees, gal-
ping far ahead of the field and
full of run, are on their way
their fifth American league
ant in six years, perhaps
eir fifth world championship.
Their unprecedented success
s up the question: "What
es the Yankees click?"
There are so ninny factors in-
ked that it is impossible to
ace your finger on any one
any say that's the reason.
It is the result of careful scout-
of close attention to every
tail of a rookie's training, of
rnpetent minor league man-
ers, of a good compact farm
stem, of a fine manager in Joe
cCarthy, of excellent varsity
oh players. All these cogs turn
e wheels that make the Yan-
go.
A IX
The New York club is not the
cot in baseball, by far. The
ken have no wealthy Walter
gs (Tigers), Philip Wrigley
ha) or Tom Wawkey (Red
x) behind them. hi the open
ket they can't outbid these
clubs.
v,
And over a stretch of years the
ees won't draw home crowds
ual to those pulled by some
or clubs. The club isn't the
money-maker in the majors.
loe McCarthy is a great man-
er, a gooci handler of pitchers.
He knows how to keep the morale
of the players high and he knows
how to bring brilliant young pros-
pects along without pushing them
too fast, as he demonstrated with
Joe Gordon, and this year with
Phil Rizzuto. But is he the big
difference? Other clubs have ca-
pable pilots, too, and you'd prob-
ably get an argument by crediting
McCarthy with the Yankees' mar-
gin.
>>
What is it the Yankees have
that other clubs don't? Other
clubs have more money, older and
larger farm systems, good man-
agers and star players who com-
pare favorably with the New
Yorkers. But they're not winning
a flock of pennants.
IX
One baseball man suggested the
Yankees might pay more atten-
tion to small details than other
clubs. That is, they might concen-
trate more on ironing out any of
the little defects in a performer's
playing ability. Perhaps their
players are nearer major league
calibre when they reach the big
show than those of other clubs.
Another baseball expert puts
it this way: "Their success traces
back to their scouts."
A IX
The Yanks have a large scout-
ing system with eagle-eyed bush-
beaters in every section of the
nation. They watch college clubs,
sandlot teams and independent
The Old Corn Dodger
Does A Comeback
Paragould, Ark. (IF)-Grist mills
of this vicinity are running over-
time since a farm club study of
cornmeal's food values revived
the popularity of the old fash-
ioned corn dodger, or corn bread.
"Home ground cornmeal," says
Mrs. Geraldine Orrell, county
home agent, "is a whole-grain
product rich in minerals and vita-
mins. When milk, eggs and fat are
used in making the bread, we
have a nutritious and protective
food, one of the simplest to pre-
pare."
Hotel menus show corn bread
regularly now, and the city's civic
clubs eat it at their weekly lunch-
eons.
squads as well as minor league
outfits.
>>
Among the better known Yan-
kee scouts are Paul Kirchell, who
covers the East with Gene Mc-
Cann and John Haddock; John
Nee, who rambles through the
South; Steve O'Rourke, the Mid-
West man, and Bill Essick and
Joe Devine, who check far west-
ern players.
Six of the current Yankees, in-
cluding the great Joe Maggi
were acquired on Essick's recom
mendation. The other five ar
Lefty Gomez, John Sturm, Ger
old Priddy, Franlcie Crosetti, an
Joe Gordon. Nee dug up Bil
Dickey and Marvin Breuer, De
vine came up with pitcher Erni
Bonham. McCann got Rosar, an
Kirchell recommended Keller
Rizuzto, Russo, Murphy, an
Rolfe.
Because of world conditions the federal lawmakers
and officials at Washington have already figured out
methods to make the purchase of automobiles more
difficult. The same thing may happen to those who
plan home loans.
It is easy now to get the credit and the cash with
which to own your home through our sound, eco-
nomical 'mortgage plan.
Princeton Federal Savings and Loan
Association
Henrietta Hotel Building
A 0. '*,..**,t..
• Telephone 46
That's the grin of victory worn
by Freddie "Red" Cochrane after
he punched out a decision over
Fritz Zivic in Ruppert. stadium at
Newark, N. J., and won the world
welterweight crown-a task only
he had believed possible before
the fight. He may fight Zivic
again in September unless the
draft catches up with him. Coch-
rane is in a 1-A classification.
$59.95 Aro etre-
evralled
Value/
* NEW AC-DC DOUBLE I. P. aRCUIT.
Gives you four times the sensitiv-
ity. amazing selectivity and power.
* BUILT-IN,SUPER AERIAL SYSTEM.
* IMPEOVED DYNAMIC SPEAKER.
* BEIM POWER PENTODE AUDIO
SYrEM.
* ILLUMINATED HORIZONTAL DIAL
* AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
* HANDSOME WALNUT CABINET
Big Trade-in Allowanot
EASY TERMS!
Phone 260
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SP 8 
4
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P. 2 
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4
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Pt 2 
Fredonia 1 
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PP 3
TOTALS 
Did Ever You See
Such A Sight? 1,7
Marks, Miss. (fP)-If a certain
Marks grocer and his butcher
ever lay hands on a certain rat ...
The rat darted out from behind
a barrel in the grocery during the
peak of forenoon business, and
the grocer darted after the rat.
As the rat headed for the back
door, he passed the meat counter,
and the butqher joined in the
chase, cleaver in hand.
At the front of the store a
group of customers saw the gro-
cer race out the back door, fol-
lowed by the butcher with his
cleaver. Drawing hasty conclu-
Fat
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11
0
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30
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4
41
'7
30
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63
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FOR
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49
60
74
22
49
34
21
55
18
19
1
9
8
100
57
40
131
13
30
7
26
12
68
114
103
1060
sions, several of them overtook
the pair, thrust them away from
each other and disarmed the
butcher.
The rat escaped.
Bottleful Of Romance?
Harkers Island, N. C. (W)-Earl
Davis found a bottle on the sea-
shore which contained eight sepa-
rate notes, plus change to mail
five first-class and two air-mail
letters.
The eighth note advised Davis
the bottle was thrown from an
oil tanker 30 days before.
The letters? Oh, they were ad-
dressed to women.
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It Can't Last Forever
Allis-Chalmers ma-
chinery has not ad-
vanced in price, but
It certainly will. Buy
before the advance.
W. M. Young
Fredonia. Ky.
.... IIIIIMIIMMI1111111111111111 ...... 111111111111/111/1111111111111/10011111111Mbi
SUMMER REDUCTIONS
FOR 5 DAYS TO CLOSE OUT SUMMERSTOCKS COMPLETELY
SPORT SHIRTS
One Group Values to 1.00....3 for 1.00
OTHERS SIMILARLY REDUCED!
One Group
Values To
5.00
CHOICE
1.00
KEDSMAN
Regular 2.95 Values
Complete Stock ... Choice
NO ALTERATIONS
SLACK SUITS
Values To
7.95
CHOICE
4.95
Values To
5.00
CHOICE
2.95
ALL SIZES : 28 to 38 : ALL COLORS
COOPER'S 25c SOCKS
17c Pair-6 Pairs 1.00
50c SOCKS 1/2 PRICE
35c SOCKS NOW 25c
•
8.95
SHACKET
SUITS
5.95
SLACKS
12.50 Slacks__ ..... ________.now
7.95 " 
 now
6.95 " now
5.95 now
4.95 now
93.5
 now
ALL SWIM TRUNKS ONE-THIRD OFF
Sport Coats
12.95 ALL WOOL COATS
8.95"
OTHER DRASTIC REDUCTIONS
7.95
5.95
4.95
3.95
2.95
2.95
HATS  now 1.95
1.00 BELTS now 69c
ODD JACKETS AT
Special Prices
BUY NOW AT OUR LOWEST PRICES
Jackets
ALL LEISURE JACKETS
178 OFF
1.00 TIES  .now 69c
1.50 " ........  -.mow 1.19
Incorporated
HOPKINSVILLE KENTUCKY
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The Princeton Leader, Prince
ton, Ky.
ACP Pay Rates
for 1942 About
like This Year's
Soil - Building Prac-
tices Emphasized In
Federal Program
For All Farms
Soil-building payment rates 
for
the 1942 Agricultural C
onserva-
tion Program, substantial
ly the
same as in 1941, have been
 an-
nounced by the U. S. Depa
rtment
of Agriculture.
The rates will be the basis 
for
determining maximum paym
ents
which Caldwell county f
armers
may earn by carrying out 
soil-
building practices up to 
next
June 30, Wylie Brown, chai
rman
of the Caldwell County Agr
icul-
tural Conservation Associa
tion,
said.
The announced rates which will
be applicable in Caldwell count
y
are:
(1) Seventy (70) cents an acre
of cropland (except cropland in-
cluded in special crop allotments)
for the farm in areas where feed
grain allotments are not estab-
lished or 50 cents an acre of crop-
land (except cropland included in
special crop allotments) in feed
grain allotment areas.
(2) Twenty-five (25) cents an
acre of non-crop pasture.
(3) Two dollars ($2.00) an acre
of orchards (except for any orch-
ard land included in cropland.
On this land the rate will be $1.90
an acre).
Mr. Brown points out that in
1941 the 70-cent rate on cropl
and
applied only to areas genera
lly
deficient in feed while the 50-c
ent
rate applied in surplus feed a
reas.
Included in the 1942 program
,
as in 1941, is a special allow
ance
of $15 a farm which may be
earned by planting of forest t
rees.
The 1942 program also co
ntinues
the provision for a minimum 
$20
payment which may be earned
 on
any farm. The $15 allowance for
tree planting is in addition t
o the
$20 minimum which may be earn-
ed by other practices, and
 in all
cases is in addition to other 
allow-
ances figured for the farm.
These soil-building allowa
nces
are one of the two types o
f pay-
ments farmers may earn 
under
the AAA program in 
Caldwell
county. Other payments are 
those
to be earned by planting 
within
special crop allotments for w
heat,
and tobacco. Rates for the
se pay-
ments will be annotwased late
r.
Because the 1942 conserva
tion
program began July 1, soil-b
uild-
ing rates are being ann
ounced
now so that farmers may
 know
just how much is available for
practices they are now car
rying
out.
Special crop allotments are
 to
be set up in 1942 for the
 same
crops as in 1941, except that 
there
will be no allotments for 
com-
mercial vegetables and no 
total
soil-depleting allotments. To 
re-
place these total soil-depletin
g al-
lotments, special crop allot
ments
can be set up for certa
in feed
THANK YOU
Voters of Caldwell county, for your
endorsement to my nomination as Jail-
er in the Saturday election. Your sup-
port was solicited, you gave it, and my
appreciation is extended . . . And I sin-
cerely pledge myself to service worthy
of your trust if I am elected in Novem-
ber. I ask now for a continuation of
the fine support you gave in the Pri-
mary election.
J. E. CHILDRESS
asselealeauswomewalWasalswelitenall
asuWWOOMPINOMINwer 
'Pee Wee' Reese hurl
Flanked by Teammates Freddie Fitzsimmo
ns (left) and Lew
Riggs (right), Barold "Pee Wee" Reese, Brookly
n shortstop, former
Louisville sandlotter, left Wrigley field 
after being struck by a ball
during batting practice before the Dodge
rs' game with the Cubs in
Chicago. But Reese returned a few mi
nutes later in the starting
lineup, and hit a home run. He was hu
rt when a ball pitched by
Dixie Walker hit his wrist, bounced
 and cut him near the eye.
Note blood on Reese's face. 
(AP Telemat)
grains in areas where surplus feed
is produced.
This provision for feed grain
allotments in surplus areas is pro-
vided to stabilize such crops in
the interest of the defense pro-
gram in 1942, AAA officials said.
Present supplies of these grains,
they pointed out, are ample for
the needed expansion in the live-
stock industry. Planting in ac-
cordance with demand will re-
lease storage needed for surplus
crops and permit farmers to pro-
duce crops needed for the defense
program.
While there are only minor
changes in rates used in estab-
lishing soil-building allowances
which farmers may earn by car-
1
rying out approved soil-building
practices in 1942, final provisions
of the 1942 program will increase
emphasis on conservation in pro-
grams to be carried out on in-
dividual farms.
Lake Superior is the world's
greatest body of fresh water.
Russia has an area nearly three
times that of the continental
United States.
.."1•0110•1101EMMIN011
Frequently the Expression - - -
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"ICE COLD"
Is used to express the maximum or
extreme cold.
The fact is that Ice is the maximum or extreme
in cold, and in addition to its cooling qualities, it has
the capacity through_ melting of carrying off food
odors in Refrigerators.
If the foods in your Refrigerator are kept as cold
as Ice, with Ice, they are being kept in the best pos-
sible state of preservation.
Remember that
Cold Alone is Not Enough
Citizen's Ice Company
I Princeton
Phone 362
Friendship News
(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
Urey Jones, of Kankakee, Ill.,
has been here this week visiting
relatives and friends and having
some repairs done on his home.
Last Friday was graveyard
cleaning at Lebanon church and
a large crowd attended.
Revival services are in progress
at Lebanon church conducted by
the Rev. Albert Kemp, pastor.
Mrs. Burnett Word, Madison-
ville, attended the Lebanon grave
yard cleaning last Friday.
Olus Wood and Walter Dilling-
ham, of Fort Knox, were here
last weekend.
Mrs. Stanley McGowan has
been visiting friends in Detroit.
Mrs. Robert White has been
visiting her sister in Paducah and
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Den-
ham, of Herrin, Ill.
Mrs. Octavo Peek has been
quite ill the last week.
A letter from Wendell Cart-
wright to relatives here states he
is stationed at Mammoth, N. J.
Mrs. Luchion Robinson, Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Doss and brother,
Floyd Hunter, attended the fu-
neral of their aunt, Mrs. Fannie
Sizemore at the Rogers cemetery
Sunday.
Urey Robinson, Army officer
from Virginia, was here recently
visiting his brothers, Luchion and
Hugh Robinson, and his sister,
Mrs. John Cook.
Sgt. Nelson Robinson, of Fort
Knox, visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Luchion Robinson, recently.
John Hart and family, of Otter
Pond, and Hise Hart and family,
of Crider, visited E. C. Word Sun-
day.
Aaron Dillingham, of Princeton,
was week-end guest of his par-
ents.
Friendship school opened last
Monday with a large enrollment.
- _ 
The "Tooth of Time" is the
name of a rock formation cut by
the Grand river near Elora, On-
tario.
V IV
l\
YOU Don't Have
Intentional Collisions
but every year persons pay
out thousands of dollars be-
cause their cars are burned,
stolen or involved in colli-
sions. Buy Automobile Com-
prehensive and Collision In-
surance before it's too late.
Service Insurance
Agency
108 S. Harrison Street
Phone 490 Princeton, Ky
FlepreeentIng THE TRAVELRE, H.Hfonf
Small Business Feeling
Effect Of Defense Effort
By Frederick W. Stamm
Economist and Director 
of Adult
Education, Louisville 
University
Small business men al
l over
this country are won
dering what
their chances are of s
urviving the
regimentation essential in an
 all-
out war effort. In Gr
eat Britain
the small retailers wer
e the first
to feel the full impact 
of the war
economy. More than 20,0
00 were
forced to close down with
in two
months after England ente
red the
war, and another 20,00
0 were
forced to close early in
 1940.
Many of these small 
shopkeepers
were handling non - 
essentials,
both domestic and impor
ted, and
were compelled to clos
e after
their stocks were used u
p. Their
owners have gone to work
 in the
defense industries or in the 
armed
forces.
You may be sure our 
govern-
ment is not going to put 
out of
business the smaller firms 
if it
can help it. The fact that 
it has
insisted that defense order
s be
allotted to small manufact
urers is
an indication of its desire t
o keep
small industry alive. Another
 rea-
son for this policy is that m
odern
war makes decentralization 
rather
than concentration of indestr
y the
better and safer policy.
But with essential materials 
be-
coming scarcer and with pr
oduc-
tion of consumer goods decli
ning,
retailers will find it increasin
gly
difficult to restock many ite
ms.
An excellent illustration of t
his
is the proposed 50% cut in p
ro-
duction of electric refrigerator
s
and washing machines. You can
readily see the effect this wil
l
have on retailers handling thes
e
commodities.
Recently in Chicago the Na-
tional Association of Retail Gro-
cers at its annual convention de-
voted a special session to a con-
sideration of what may happen
to its members if the U. S. actual-
ly enters the war. We may be as-
sured retailers will find it more
difficult to secure the goods they
desire. And that, consequently,
means the consumer may expect
to do .without many commodities
to which he has been accustomed.
Thbrsda , August 7,1
French Can't Can
-
-
Vichy (P) —To save
falling stores of tin, an orsier
the Secretariat of industrild
duction forbids canning fruit,
any foods aside from peas,
beans, kidney b,.ans, spinict
matoes, asparagus, mush,.
sauerkraut and truffles. Only
mushrooms and truffles may
put in half-sized cans, whith
more tin.
Fredonia News
(By Sis Ordway)
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson W
iggin-
ton and children, Detroi
t, Mkh.,
are visiting relatives an
d friends
here at the present.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Prow
 and
children of Detroit are vi
siting
here at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Yand
ell
and son, Bruce, of London
, Ky.,
arrived here Friday for a 
short
visit with Mr. and Mrs. A
lbert
Walker.
Sis Ordway is visiting 
Mies
Frances Underwood, of 
London,
Ky., this week. '
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess
 have
a new car.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Guess 
were
visitors here Friday aftern
oon.
• • •
Blackleg Appears
In Kentucky Herds
Reports of blackleg in cattle ar
e
being received at the Unive
rsity
of Kentucky College of A
gricul-
ture and Home Economies.
 The
disease has been especially p
reva-
lent among young calves in 
the
central counties. In suckling 
cal-
ves, blackleg often is not acc
om-
panied by the usual swelling, 
and
so sometimes is not recogniz
ed.
The remedy for blackleg—or
rather the prevention—is blac
kleg
vaccine, says Dr. W. W. Dimock
,
head of the department anima
l
pathology at the College of Ag
ri-
culture and Home Economic
s.
Farmers who have valuable c
al-
ves, upon which they expect t
o
make money at some future dat
e,
should consider vaccinating them
as insurance against blackleg, Dr.
Dimock pointed out.
PILE RELIEF
Does the misery of piles make
your life miserable? If so try
Nash's guaranteed Hem-Aid Oint- 
PornA610 mlierdttCeEMBINTB:ag..Aith.4SSOCIA
A potiorool orgo-,;taaan to 
Improve sa
thol••• of cant:. ,...t5roug' -
and enginotring field • o,w
At night your headlights du
better job on concrete. Its li
IT ray surface pickup and
ollmovinotion without "g1
reflection. Pavement edges
obstructions are clearly dd
And nittist and day, contra
even, gritty-textured cur
reduces skidding, aids sto
even in the rain Driviagis
on COCCrete.
ment. Your money back if you
are not well pleased. Get relief
now this easy way.
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
Concrete Saves Money,I
Concrete not only saves
In surface maintenance,
actually cost; lest to WM
other pavements of equal
carrying capacity,Insiston
crete for your roads.
LOOK!
No Further For Bargains F
These Are Sufficient.
Soretone, a cooling,sooth-
ing and healing lotion
that will relieve burning
and itching feet—Also a
can of 25c Marathon foot
powder, 70c value
--Both
for . . .
49c
Solid Abolene is a pure
cream for deep pore
cleaning needed in hot
weather.
50c and $1.00
Large tube McKesson's
Shaving Cream — trial
size, Tawn Lotion and
package of V.V.T. Blades
—All for .
39e
Cooling, soothing
talcum—Old Spite
Coty, Yardley
Visit our beauty
for variety.
Yodoro Deodorant
25c tube and I Pac
of Bubble Bath—A
ll
25c
WOOD DRUG COMPANY
, August 7, 1941
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II Of The Year
lilac tossed it
s cloud of pur-
ple blooms,
royal chestnut wore its di
a-
dem
candles.
Orchards stormed with
blooms,
pa tree a squa
ll of snowing
on a stem;
shaggy clover kindled ragged
fire
the pasture hill where
daisies stood,
violets, decorous in attire
quietly within a quiet
wood.
ready blades are bright for
slicing down
lbw long, green hollows in
the waves of grass;
gun wheels southward on its
arching crown;
As spring has gone, full sum-
mer, too, will pass.
—Martha Banning Thomas.
ettit - Miller
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pettit, N.
erson St., announce the mar-
e of their daughter, Sarah
, to Mr. Bill Miller, of
ksville, Tenn., at Hopkins-
, Ky., Sunday, August 3.
Mr. Miller is in training at
p Tullahoma, Tenn., where
• will remain for the next sev-
al months.
The only attendants were Miss
• Overby, Princeton, William
tt, Clarksville, Tenn., and
tus Judd, Clarksville. Mrs. Mil-
will live here with her par-
ts indefinitely.
unice Adair Dollar
n Dancing Revue
Eunice Adair Dollar, lovely and
ented dancing daughter of Mr. sin
d Mrs. Stegar Dollar, Bowling 8,
•n, and for the last regular in
atrical season a member of the in
us Ed Wynn's stage show en- gro
able, is now appearing in a Ste
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Pageomen's 
Mac tossed its cloud of pur-
ple blooms,
a royal chestnut wore its dia-
dem
tapered candles.
Orchards stormed with
blooms,
Each tree a squall of snowing
on a stem;
shaggy clover kindled ragged
fire
Upon the pasture hill where
daisies stood,
e violets, decorous in attire
•sad quietly within a quiet
wood.
w, ready blades are bright for
slicing down
These long, green hollows in
the waves of grass;
sun wheels southward on its
arching crown;
spring has gone, full sum-
mer, too, will pass.
—Martha Banning Thomas.
ettit - Miller
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pettit, N.
fferson St., announce the mar-
of their daughter, Sarah
dred, to Mr. Bill Miller, of
ksville. Tenn., at Hopkins-
le, Ky., 'Sunday, August 3.
Mr. Miller is in training at
p Tullahoma, Tenn., where
will remain for the next sev-
months.
The only attendants were Miss
Overby, Princeton, William
ott, Clarksville, Tenn., and
• Judd, Clarksville. Mrs. Mil-
will live here with her par-
ts indefinitely.
. • &
unice Adair Dollar
Dancing Revue
.71ce Adair Dollar, lovely and
rd dancing daughter of Mr.
l•Irs. Stegar Dollar, Bowling
:-.. and for the last regular
•:-Ical season a member of the
.s Ed Wynn's stage show en-
is now appearing in a
New Garbo Bob
Film Actress Greta Garbo, w1•0
or years has worn her hair in a
long bob, has had her locks shorn
in this chic new coiffure. The
hair is combed forward from the
crown of the head. There are
scattered bangs across the fore-
head and a permanent wave in
the ends.
revue at the Roosevelt Hotel, in
New Orleans, where she will be
for five weeks, then going into
another floor show at the Baker
Hotel, Dallas, Texas. The Wynn
show closed for the summer and
the hotel engagement for Miss
Dollar followed immediately.
Bundles For Britain
A donation of $7.60 was re-
ceived last week from the sewing
room, through the sale of hand-
crocheted lapel hats, at the Walk-
er Beauty Shop. These hats were
made by Mrs. Mary Finch, De-
troit. Mrs. Finch is an aunt of
Mrs. Hearne Harralson. The hats
were sent as a gift to Bundles
For Britain.
The Junior Bundles For Brit-
ain concert Friday night, August
8, is one more evidence of the
interest which young people have
in this work. The officers of this
group are: President, Marjorie
Stembridge; vicepresident, Martin
Sevison; secretary-treasurer, Pat-
tie Pickering.
Mrs. Clifton Wood is organizing
a young girls' sewing group. They
will meet in the basement of the
Wood home, 'to sew, while the
sewing room is •closed. Their
first assignment will be surgeons'
aprons and masks.
A shipment of 28 garments was
sent from the sewing room Au-
gust 3. The sewing room will re-
open after the Tobacco Festival.
More than a hundred yards of
goods is on hand, to be made into
children's clothes and hospital
garments.
Junior Concert For
British War Relief
A junior "Bundles for Britain"
c•..ncert will be presented at the
Gorge Coon Library Friday, Au-
gust 8, at 8 o'clock with Miss
Margaret Hollobaugh in the lead-
ing role with a piano recital. Miss
Honobaugh is a former Prince-
toni.in who has been studying .in
Texas. Others on the program in-
clude Joyce Farmer and A. G.
Butler, who will give a group of
vocal selections, and Kimball Un-
derwood and Allan Watson, who
will exhibit their art works. A
small admission price will be
charged and proceeds will go to
the Princeton war relief organi-
zation.
Fredonian Given
Birthday Party
Miss Margaret Zurmeuhelen en-
tertained last Wednesday after-
noon at her home in Fredonia
with a birthday party honoring
her mother. The guest list in-
cluded, Mesdames William Young,
T. L. Grubbs, J. E. Hillyard, Mon-
roe Pool, Claude Wilson, T. R.
Feagan, Herbert Williams, Ed
Turley, Harve McElroy, J. A. Wil-
son, Charlie Wilson, Clyde Jones,
Bob Guess, Elbert Beck, Billie
Dorroh, J. J. Koon, Silas Dodds,
Charlie McElroy, J. F. Akridge,
T. R. Akridge, Charles Smith, T.
Y. Ordway; Misses Jonah Shuey,
A Story You Should
Hear. . . About
HOSIERY
The wartime emergency has created a silk short-
age that will reflect in our hosiery stock for a long
time to come . . . It has become difficult to re-
plenish our
Ishelves w ith
the fine qual-
ity hosiery we
have offered in
the past — —
present we have plenty . . . Nylon 
and
lk Humming Bird Hose—and we encourage
buying them while the splendid shade assort-
ment and quality stock remains.
Reaches Sa
;1 '44e
04
Jacqueline Anne Clement, the
"eye dropper baby" who once was
so small her diaper fitted like an
overcoat, reached the "safe" age
when she celebrated her fourth
birthday, ate her cake and then
fed her six-month-old sister. At
her birth in New Orleans Jacque-
line weighed just over 2 pounds.
As they fed her with an eye
dropper doctors said she'd be safe
only if she reached the age of
four.
Mrs. Fred Zurmeuhelen and chil-
Mildred Adamson, Imogene Wig-
ginton, Mary Eliabeth Jones, Ro-
-
Phone 50
• • •
bert Lee Beck, Mary Jane Brown,
Sarah Gill, Myra Hewlett, Bar-
bara Dorroh, Lillie Wilson, Bob
and Jimmie Beck, Carol Ann
Beck, Charles Wilson, Lawrence
Wilson, Seldon McElroy, Mr. and
dren, Myriam and Carl, of Evans-
ville, Mrs. August Zurmeuhelen
and Miss Margaret Zurmeuhelen
and Sis Ordway. A delicious ice
course was served and the hon-
oree received many nice gifts.
Annual Picnic
The Women's Missionary So-
ciety of the Presbyterian Church,
Fredonia, had its annual picnic on
the church lawn last Friday aft-
ernoon. Those prescent were:
Mesdames J. E. Hillyard, W. M
Young, J. I. Loyd, J. B. Sory, L
Layman, J. C. Catila, Cecil Brash-
er, James Landes, L. W. Guess,
C. H. Brockmeyer, Earl Prow of
Detroit, Val Guthery of Charlotte,
N. C., Annie McElroy, Bob Wil-
liams and Cooper Crider; Misses
Imogene Wigginton, Dora Young,
Nell Guess, Rev. and Mrs. James
Walker and son, Russell, of Min-
onk, Ill., Rev. L. Layman, Dorothy
Brasher, Billie Sam Young, Sory
Guthery, Bobbie Williams, John
Guthery. A very enjoyable time
was had by all those present.
Mrs. Powley Given
Bridal Shower
Mrs. Bob Powley, the former
Dixie Smith who was married re-
cently, was given a bridal shower
at the home of Mrs. Roy Towery
Saturday afternoon. Hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Billy
"THE COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN"
TONIGHT and FRIDAY
NEWEST THING ON THE SCREEN!
THE MAKER OF "SNOW WHITE" AND "PINOCCHIO"
NOW GIVES YOU HIS MOST AMAZING CARTOON
FEATURE . . . and his funniest! . . .
*4649?!ftFE2P
ervermsfe
Avow
A- with ROBERTBENCHLEY
FRANCES
GIFFORD
FIC-NRZA
Sequences
in
MULTI PLANE
TECHNICOLOR! — Also —FOOTBALL
PARADE
NOVELTY
SATURDAY — OPEN 12 NOON!
2 BIG HITS 10c & 22c UNTI
L 5 P.M.
10c & 30c AFTER 5 P. M.
THRILLS THAT LEAVE YOU LIMP!
with
ELLIN DRIW
PAUL LUKAS
with FUZZY KNIGHT 4,10
Persona IS
Aubrey Childress, of Louisville,
who is connected with the Inter-
nal Revenue Department, was
visiting friends and relatives here
this week.
Mrs. Robert Vinson, Madison-
ville, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. A.
0. Wilson. Mr. Vinson is in Eng-
land, where he is a member of
toe B.A.F.
Xr
Jimmy Richardson, who has
been in Detroit for several weeks,
has returned, after visiting his
parents here. He was accompa-
nied by Tommy McGregor.
N. >>
Miss Mildred Beck spent last
week-end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Beck, of Eddy-
ville Road. Miss Beck is an em-
ploye of the Packard Motor Com-
pany, Louisville.
>>
Eddie O'Hanian, Johnnie Mara-
Giannini, Mrs. Raymond Schultz
and Mrs. Thomas McConnell. A
large crowd attended and Mrs.
Powley received many gifts. The
Towery home was beautifully
decorated with roses for the
shower.
Wan, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lane
and little son, Donnie Gene, De-
troit, have been guests of rela-
tives here recently. Mrs. Law
and little son will remain here far
an extended visit with relatives.
2+ et
Miss Martha Ann Davis spent
last, week-end with her sister,
Mrs. Everett Cherry, North Hat-
rison street.
Z,
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess, Fre-
donia, were visitors here last
Saturday.
Claude Wyatt, a member of the
New York City police force, is
visiting here and in the county.
>>
Charles B. (Soni) Lester, stu-
dent at Purdue University. is vis-
iting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Lester.
>> r.<
Miss Gertrude Porter, Wayne,
Mich., is visiting her brother,
Everett McConnell and cousin,
Arthur Sullivan, this week.
Rev. and Mrs. D. D. Dugan and
son, Bobby, will leave here about
September 1, for Ashland where
Mr. Dugan will accept a position
with the State. They have lived
here for the last 14 years and he
was one time a pastor of the
First Christian Church.
"THE COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN"
CAPITOL
ii‘031 _
,:trielits:Orroctsw, ow E55.,,
DAILY
MATINEE
10c - 22c
SUNDAY
and
NIGHTS
10c - 30c
THE DRAMATIC STORY
OF "LUCKY" WILSON-
who crowded his
luck for a kiss —
Eleccu‘se
somewhere,
someplace,
h• knew
Hi. law
was
waiting
for him!
ROBERT STERLING
..4114.ARSHA HUNT
Paul Kelly • Fay Holden
Virginia Weidler • Henry Traders
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WORLD
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Specialists Suggest
Peaches Be Dried
0 d Experts Urge
Bumper Crop Be
Preserved
Large quantites of peaches
should be dried, as well as can-
ned, suggest food specialists at
the University of Kentucky Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
Economics. Kentucky has a big
peach crop. Food .prices are ris-
ing. It is hoped, says the state-
ment, that every family that pos-
sibly can will dry, can or other-
wise preserve large quantities of
peaches. The college, through its
extension service, is waging a
State-wide campaign to encour-
age home use of a large part of
the peach crop.
Suggestions for drying peaches,
offered by Miss Florence Imlay
and Mrs. Pearl Haak of the col-
kge's home demonstration depart-
ment, follow:
Use firm, well-ripened peaches.
Handle carefully to prevent bruis-
ing. Wash, peel, remove stones,
and hold 15 to .20 minutes in a
solution made of a tablespoon sf
salt to a quart of water. Arrange
in trays. Cover tightly with
screen. Place trays in the sun or
In a sserrulow oven, about 125 to
200 degreds.lr Tiriect in the sun,
take into the house at night. Pro-
cess complete when handful of
slices has elastic stringy feel, and
separates when pressure is re-
moved.
The peaches should be thor-
oughly dried. Store in tin boxes
or glass jars with tight fitting
covers or put in paper bags and
tie tightly. Keep in a cool place.
This Sheep Record
In Grayson County
In August, 1937, 0. H. Skeeters
put 21 ewes on his farm in Gray-
son county.
In 1938 he sold 114 pounds of
wool for $23.05. and 16 lambs for
$135.80.
In 1939 he sold 160 pounds of
wool for $44.80 and 17 lambs for
$134.80.
In 1940 he sold 202 pounds of
wool for $62.47 and 20 lambs for
$160.30.
This year he sold 210 pounds of
wool for $98.70 and 21 lambs for
$194.89, and has 10 lambs yet to
sell.
From this flock in four seasons
he has received $854.81, and has
left 21 ewes and 10 lambs,
By Remote Control
---
Bisbee, Ariz. (/P)—The Rev. Jo-
seph Evans, pastor of the Bisbee
Community Church, solved the
problem of preaching regularly to
his congregation while taking a
months' vacation. He recorded
four sermons, one to be broadcast
each Sunday from a Bisbee radio
station. A receiving set was in-
stalled in the church.
Commissioner's Sale
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
Robert Morgan, Adm., John
Sims Estate Plaintiff
Vs.
Sylvester Sims, et al.. Defendant
In EQUITY
By virtue of a judgment of the
Caldwell Circuit Court rendered
the above entitled cause at the
June Term, 1941, the undersigned I
will on 3rd MONDAY, the 18th
DAY of August, 1941, being Coun-
ty Court day, between the hours
of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m., at the
Courthouse door in Princeton,
Ky., proceed to expose to public
sale to the highest bidder the fol-
lowing property:
A certain lot or piece of ground,
situated and being in the city of
Princeton, Ky., in the Northern
part thereof and bounded as fol-
lows:
Beginning at the most Southern
corner of the lot H. M. Jones
bought from Mina Lawson, in the
Northwestern edge or line of Cave
Street or the extension thereof
running thence southwest with
the Northern line of said street
44 feet to a stone, thence North-
west and parallel with the South-
ern line of said Jones lot and 44
feet therefrom 132 feet more or
less to the school house lot, thence
Northeast with the Southeastern
line of said lot 44 feet to said
Jones lot, thence Southeast with
the Southern line of said Jones
lot 132 feet more or less to the
Northwestern line of said Cave
Street, the beginning corner and
is the same ,land deeded to John
Sims by J. A. Stegar on Novem-
ber 8, 1899, and of record in Deed
Book 17, Page 488, in the office
of the Caldwell County Court
Clerk.
Two lots of ground lying in
Princeton, Caldwell County, Ky.,
and in the section of town known
as Bartlettsville and on Plum
Street in same and bounded as
follows; this first lot lying in
Princeton, Caldwell County, Ken-
tucky, in the Northern portion
known as Bartlettsville fronting
40 feet on Plum Street running
back same width to Baker's lot,
it is 40 feet off of the Southern
side of a lot bought by said M. J.
Groom of John Edwards and later
purchased of M. J. Groom, by
James O'Hara and is the same
piece of land deeded to John Sims
by Mary O'Hara on the 24th day
of March, 1923, and of record in
Deed Book No. 51 Folio 304 in
the office of the County Court
Clerk. Lot No. 2 is what is known
as lot No. 1 in the division of a
certain plot of ground which was
conveyed to Eliza O'Hara and
children. There were three chil-
dren, James, Janie and Delia,
James got lot No. 1 and which is
this lot now being conveyed and
which is bounded as follows: Be-
ginning at a stone the west corner
of the lot described above, thence
south along Plum Street 44 feet
and 8 inches to stone, thence East
112 feet to a stone in the line of
Tom Baker, thence North 44 feet,
8 inches to a stone in the line of
the lot above described, thence
west with line of same 112 feet to
the beginning, it being the same
as was conveyed to John Sims by
Mary O'Hara on the 24th day of
March, 1923, and of record in
Deed Book 51, page 304, in the
office of the County Court Clerk.
(Mary O'Hara obtained title to
the lots above described by the
will of James O'Hara, her hus-
band, which will is recorded in
Will Book C page 373 in the
Caldwell County Clerk's Office.)
A certain lot of ground in the
city of Princeton, Ky., in that por-
tion known as Bartlettsville ly-
Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your enter-
tainment during your stay are yours,
THE
KENTUCKY'
HOTEL
always, at
Louisville's newest and most cen-
trally located home-away-from-
home, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Writs
TURN= MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
Pot Reservation
Eat, Drink, Be Merry'
Enoch L. "Nucky" Johnson (right), Atlantic City, N. J., repub-
lican leader, told guests at his wedding reception there to "eat,
drink and be merry, for tomorrow we may go to jail." A few hours
before, he became the husband of Florence (Flossie)) Osbeck (left),
former Broadway showgirl. The next day Johnson was sentenced
to 10 years in prison and fined $20,000 on a federal court conviction
of income tax invasion. (AP Telemat)
ing on the west side of Donivan
Street extending to East side of
Plum Street and is the same lot
as conveyed to John Sims by Eva
Kirby on the 20th day of October,
1926, and of record in Deed Book
57, page 166, in the office of the
Caldwell County Clerk. A certain
lot, piece of parcel of land, sit-
uated and being in Princeton,
Caldwell County, Ky., and what
is known as Bartlettsville: Begin-
ning at a stake or stone in North
line of Green Street (or North
Third Street) corner of Bunyon
, and McLin, thence with North
line of Green Street eastwardly
41 feet more or less to a stake or
stone corner to Lamb lot, thence
with West line of Lamb's lot
northwardly 100 feet more or less
to Lamb's corner, thence with;
Lamb's North line eastwardly 40
feet more or less to a stake or
stone in Anthony Cook's line,
thence with said Cook's West line
northwardly 100 feet more or less
to a stake or stone Cook's corner,
thence westwardly 81 feet more
or less to a stake or stone corner
to Bunyan, thence with Bunyan's
East line southwardly 200 ft. more
or less to the beginning being the
same lot conveyed to John Sims,
by Allie Cherry Gardner and Sam
Gardner, her husband, on the 20th
day of April, 1927, and of record
in Deed Book No. 57, page 398, in
the office of the Caldwell County
Court Clerk's Office.
A certain lot, piece or parcel of
ground, situated, lying and being
in Princeton, Caldwell County,
Kentucky, fronting 40 feet on the
West side of Seminary Street, and
extending back same width be-
tween parallel lines 112 feet. Be-
ing the same lot conveyed to John
Sims by John Shelby, et al, on
the 1st day of November, 1934,
and of record in Deed Book 65,
page 96, in the office of the Cald-
well County Court Clerk.
Said sale is being made for the
purpose of settling the John Sims
estate. The purchaser will be re-
quired to give bond with good
personal security for the payment
of the purchase money, payable to
the Master Commissioner, bearing
6 percent interest from date until
paid having the effect of a Judg-
ment or Replevin bond, on which
execution may issue at maturity,
with a lien reserved for the pay-
ment thereof. Said sale will be
made on a credit of 6 months.
Amy Frances Littlepage.
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
Attorney Charles McGough,
Princeton, Ky., July 29, 1941.
Wouldn't That
Jar You!
Lynchburg, Va. (PP)—A hen on
the farm of Mrs. W. H. Horton of
Trent's Ferry road has the whole
community guessing. She laid an
egg in a cold cream jar, which
had been used as a nest egg': so
tightly that it can't be taken out
without breaking.
DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
In Standard Old Line Com-
panies . . . Safety for Your
Property and Peace of Mind
for Yourself.
John E. Young, Agt
Phone 23
Princeton, Hy.
Treated Pasture
Of Double Value
Tests made by 28 farmers in
Marshall county indicated that
the application of limestone andi
superphosphate more than dou-
bled the liveVock capacity of pas-
tures. Treated pastures required
an average of slightly less than
two acres to carry 1,000 pounds lof
livestock, while untreated pasture
required 4.29. The tests were
made in demonstrational work su-
pervised by the Kentucky College The locks at Sault Ste. Marie,
of Agriculture and Home Econo- take care of a difference of 18
mics and the Tennessee Valley feet in the water levels of Lake
Authority. Superior and Lake Huron.
Blue licks Park
Plans Celebration
Patriotic Observance
Scheduled on Battle-
field Aug. 19
Commemorating the 159th an-
niversary of the Last Battle of
the Revolutionary War, a mam-
moth patriotic celebration will be
held at Blue Licks State Park in
Robertson county August 19. The
annual observance of the date this
year will be devoted to a review
of "Kentucky's role in national
affairs, past and present, and to
a re-assertion of adherence of
Kentuckians to American institu-
tions," according to plans being
arranged by I. B. Ross, Carlisle;
Judge Samuel M. Wilson; Lexing-
ton; W. J. Curtis, custodian of the
park, and others. Several promi-
nent speakers and a number of
musical organizations will take
part in the day's program, it was
stated.
The ceremony will be attended
by numerous patriotic and civic
bodies including units of the
American Legion, Daughters of
the American Revolution and oth-
ers. For many years the date has
been observed at the park as a
day for family reunions and out-
ings.
Marking the burial place of
some 60 Kentucky pioneers, who
fell in a brief, but bloody battle
with an over-powering number of
Indians, on August 19, 1782, Blue
Licks State Park is today recog-
nized as a national shrine. A
monument bearing the names of
pioneers, who were engaged in
the battle; a museum containing
hundreds of interesting relics and
other features of historical inter-
est combine with scenic surround-
ings to make the park one of the
most attractive spots in Kentucky.
It is expected that many persons
from over the entire State and
from other states will attend the
annual ceremony this year.
Kentucky
Farin News
H. M. Conway, Chicago live-
stock man, and Dr. W. P. Carrl-
gus, head of the animal industry
work at the Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Econoniles,
will speak at the 17th annual beef
cattle program in Union county.
Two herds will be visited.
Edward Stephens of Daviess
county threshed 30 bushels of
wheat to the acre. It was grown
on thin land that had been to
corn. Wheat on untreated land
produced 10 to 12 bash*
head in Russell co
se$13:24: 
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SUMMER DRESS
HAS STARTED IN A BR, WAY
Sheer Silks, Cotton
Voiles, Dotted Swiss,
:hambries, Shantungs,
piques, Sharkskins are
all included in this
s wee ping clearance.
Everything goes—Nel-
ly Dons and other
makes.
The last opportunity for the
next several years to buy
such high quality dresses at
such low prices.
$10.95 Dresses $6.95
7.95   4.95
5.95   3.95
3.95 Pt   3.00
2.95   2.00
One rack of 75 Dresses on sale
at 2 Dresses for the Price of One!
Sam Howerton
FREDONIA, KY. PHONE
missomisimmaaaisar 
Don't Experiment
With Progress . . •
Get a
FINDLAY
BIN-FLOW STOKER
Look Ahead to a Valued Possession ... The
Year's BEST BUY and the Way to Better
Living!
The Entire Family Will Enjoy the Agree-
able Features of Findlay's Firing and Heat
Control.
We Have
FINDLAY STOKERS
To Fit All Households
FATHER will be pleased with the economy,
the Labor Saving, Temperature controlled
certainty of a usually difficult home prob-
lem.
MOTHER will be glad she doesn't need to
pay any attention to the furnace; and lack
of coal dust and ashes saves cleaning too.
THE FINDLAY STOKER IS FULLY
GUARANTEED AND THE TIME TO BUY
IS NOW!
B. N. LUSBY CO.
Princeton, Ky.
1101alamminisiaallialaiamr 
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Phone
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o Schools
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book" on conser-
tural resources and
gone to the printer
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.eicy Sportsmen and
lartment of Eduea-
printing' order calls
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Princeton, K .
Frank Doladee, 46, (right) was arraigned in felony court at Chicago on a charge of holding thehands of his seven-year-old son, Franklin (left) over a kitchen range, burning them. Between themIs the boy's mother and an unidentified court officer. Doladee said he was punishing the child fortheft. One of the boy's bandaged hands can be seen. Doladee was released under $1,000 bond forhearing Sept. 4. (Associated Press Telemat)
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Mammoth eave, Aug. 5-JO-nail
Walviacit, who almost overniaW
achieved international fame 'when
he and Adrian Grassely 'were as-
signed the difficult task of cutting
the famous President Vargas dia-
mond, took a vacation from his
labors this week to visit Mam-
moth Cave National Park.
"We have just completed the
most difficult task of all, splitting
off a 150 carat piece from the 720
carat President Vargas," said Wal-
visch on arrival. "So precious and
so tedious is this work that I can
stay with it only about ten days,
and then I have to get away from
it."
Sawing away on a billion-dollar
handful of precious stone is hard
on the nerves, says Walvisch. The
slightest miscalculation, a minute
slip in operation of the cutting in-
struments would be disastrous.
The original value of the stone,
about an even million, will be
more than doubled after it is cut
into 23 individual diamonds
weighing from 5 to 25 carats, he
indicated.
The fabulous stone was found
in Brazil in March 1938. By a
strange quirk, it was shaped into
a perfect replica of the map of
Brazil. Walvisch began working
on the diamond in March 1941.
Before he has completed the oper-
ation of splitting and cutting it
into 23 units, he will have spent
more than 18 months work on it.
Last week, after many exhausting
hours of labor, he perfected the
first "small" stone, a pear-shaped
diamond of 21 carats.
"When the operation was suc-
cessful, I felt I needed a rest, so
I flew down to Louisville and
came to Mammoth Cave, he led_
upon arrival.
Caves are no novelty to this
diamond worker, for he has trav-
eled and prospected thru South
America, Africa and Asia in quest
of precious stones.
The war has greatly increased
the value of diamond*, he says.
Also it has brought about 400
refuge diamond cutters and tech-
nicians to the United States to
shift the center of the diamond
cutting industry from Europe to
the United States.
Bath County Litter
Returns $100 Profit
A profit of approximately $100
on a litter of 10 pigs is reported
by Charlie Lee Hill, Bath county.
At the age of five months and
three days they went to market
averaging 212 pounds. The regu-
lar market top the day they were
sold was $10.40, but they brought
$10.50 due to their finish and
quality. The pigs ran on red
clover pasture, with the grain and
supplements self-fed. Joe Thomp-
son, county agent, says the result
obtained by Mr. Hill is convincing
proof that it pays to feed balanced
rations.
C. MILK COMPANY
10.610.n.1.441111.11114111.00.MOMMION."
---
Ethel Bernstein handles a mil-
lion dollars' worth of diamonds a
year.
She is a buyer for one of New
York's wholesale diamond deal-
ers, and is one of the few women
in the United States entrusted
with large-scale buying of the
costly gems.
Twenty years ago Mrs. Bern-
stein began in a routine office job,
fell in love with the sparklers and
worked her way into the buyer's
chair. Now you can see her any
weekday with a black - rimmed
loupe (magnifying glass) screwed
into one eye, twirling the dia-
monds in her steel tweezers,
above a big white paper square.
She never touched with her hands
a stone she is inspecting and buys
only in the morning in a clear,
cold north light. Best-seller dia-
mond of all time, she says, is the
round engagement solitaire.
D
Ruth St. Denis is dancing again
at t32. Supple, slender and white-
haired, she is doing the same sinu-
ous Oriental dances which thrilled
audiences in America and Europe
30 years ago. Main points on her
summer schedule are the Dance
Festival at Lee, Mass., and a se-
ries of appearances at the Hotel
Champlain on Lake Champlain.
Highlight on the programs that
made her famous in the pre-jazz
era was her dance Radha, for
which she wore a costume made
entirely of sparkling jewels. She
is repeating it this season. Also
included in her programs are
nautch girl dances reminiscent of
those she did when she and her
former husband, Ted Shawn,
toured the Orient with the Deni-
shawn troupe. Between recitals
she teaches dancing in New York.
a> 0
Elsie "Bubbles" Ricardo, a New
York aerialist, gets $'75 a week
waiting for accidents to happen-
to other aerialists. When one hap-
pens, she steps into the injured
aerialist's part... Lily Pons calls
her favorite necklace "passe-part-
out" because it goes everyWhere.
It's a golden coil ending in clus-
ters of diamonds and sapphires
which detach to form clips . . .
Mrs. Dorothy Anderson, director
of the New York Dress Institute,
says she can't sew a stitch . . .
Elizabeth Rethberg has made re-
Glenville, W. Va. VP)-With a
population of only 588 and the
nearest railroad, 12 miles away,
Glenville boasts of being the
smallest town jn the nation re-
ceiving direct airmail service
twice a day. The airplane, flying
over the pickup point, drops the
mail destined for Glenville, and
with a hook attached to a rope,
picks up the bag containing out-
going mail.
in her ow navlary . . . Paulette
Goddard says women dress to
please men and those who don't
are foolish . . . Mrs. Warren Per-
shing tops her black taffeta eve-
ning gown with a black lace
"Spanish comb" . . . Natalie La-
tham, who heads Bundles for Brit-
ain, wears tiny gold british lions
in her ears.
Mrs. Mary Wyber makes money
from the stars. Every clear night
she stands beside her big brass
telescope at 47th and Broadway,
in New York, collects 10 cents for
a look at the stars and talks to
her customers while they gaze.
She began her street astronomy
five years ago after the death of
her husband, who also was an
astronomer, and now an astrono-
mer, and now says she "wouldn't
do anything else for the world."
Calls her job "a front row seat at
the biggest show on earth."
q
Twenty-two-year-old Pat Thom-
as, who knit sweaters and tended
children to pay for her flying in-
struction, has won the first Ame-
lia Earhart Scholarship, founded
in memory of the first woman to
fly the Atlantic. In the six years
since she learned to fly, she has
logged more than 1,000 hours.
Now she is a night instructor at
the Alvin Eager School at Ger-
dena, Calif. Pat expects to use
her $150 scholarship, which was
fotinded by the 99 Club of licensed
women pilots, to study instrument
D
Two pretty brown-eyed sisters
from the University of Wisconsin
Will soon start on an unofficial
goodwill tour of South American
universities. They are Elizabeth
and Martha Wells, whose fellow
students voted them unofficial
ambassadors. Elizabeth has a job
as assistant cruise director on the
S.S. Uruguay and Martha is going
along tourist class. They expect
to visit the University of Sao
Paulo McKenzie College and the
searches on 26 varieties of birds University of Brazil.
Wickard Proclaims
1942 Wheat Ouota
Growers Will Vote In
Referendum Next
Spring
In order that farmers may be
informed on the wheat situation
before planting time this fall, Sec-
retary of Agriculture Claude R.
Wickard proclaimed a marketing
quota on the 1942 wheat crop
July 25.
Before the quota becomes ef-
fective it must be approved by
two-thirds of the wheat growers
voting in a referendum which
will be held next spring after the
condition of the 1942 crop is de-
termined.
Proclamation of the quota at
this early date not only gives
growers ample time to study the
situation, but permits them to get'
all available information on pos-
sible crop failure and the possi-
bility of new markets for wheat
before their decision on the quota.
The quota was proclaimed by
the Secretary on the basis of esti-
mates which indicated a 640,000,-
000-bushel carryover of wheat
July 1, 1942, and on an estimated
1942 crop of 660,000,000 bushels.
This figure is arrived at by as-
suming normal yields on the 55,-
000,000-acre allotment A larger
acreage of wheat or above-normal
yield', such as most farmers re-
ported this year, would material-
ly increase the 1942 crop.
With normal yields on the 1942
allotments, total. supply of wheat
for 1942-43 would be 1,300,000,000
bushels compared with the quota
level of 998,000,000 bushels. This
quota level is 35 percent above
and 
consumptiond
DomestieconsbYrirtibn of wheat
during the last-10'.years averaged
690,000,000 bushekrannually and
exports during the same period
averilid-49X100:601,bitshels. Thus
total disappearance per year dur-
ing the past 11) Yerata has averaged
only 739,000,000 bushels compared
with an estimated supply on July
1, 1942, of 1,300,000,000 bushels
London (.4')-The Oft-sneered-at
feminine handbag may be a use-
ful gadget even for the men. Pros-
pects are that men *ill be wear-
ing pocketless pants for the dura-
tion as a further sacrifice to cloth-
ea rationing.
PEP UP
FOR THE DAY
with a cup of
Stimulating
- 
,-
* Coffee is the national eye-opener . . . . the midday lift . . . . 
the
supper-time solace . . . . for millions of busy men and womet, W'10
work with brain and muscle. It's the beverage of good cheer that
sharpens wits and makes living pleasanter. But coffee must be prope,Iy
made to bring out its deligheul tongue-tickling flavor and appciring
FOR FINEST FLAVOR AND AROMA USE A
GLASS COFFEE BREWER
You can make really good coffee every time this way: l. Use only fresh fit.el
csaund coffee in a double-bowl glass coffee brewer. 2. Never allow the coffee
to boil. 3. Limit contact of hot water with coffee grounds to three minute::.
Keep coffee hot-don't reheat it.
You can buy the latest type electrically heated glass coffee brewer (Intl ilse
one shown here) in a sire to suit your need from us or your dealer at n Lactate
price. The results will delight you.
SEE THE DISPLAY AT YOUR DEALER'S THIS WEEh
Two community barrel pressure
sprayers were purchased by John-
son county fruit growers.
Among The
County Agents
J. S. Coomer of Adair county
has burned 40 tons of lime to
spread on hit farm.
The Carroll County Farrn Bu-
reau endorsed the campaign to in-
crease milk production for nation-
al ,,efense.
Grasshoppers have destroyed
several hundred acres of tobacco
in nidison county.
Elliott county corn and tobacco
are good, but oats, pasture and
meadows were damaged by
drouth.
Kimble Pearson and Dr. An-
drew Koostra have established
registered Southdown flocks in
Warren county.
'Scott county farmers dipped ap-
proximately 12,000 sheep this
summer.
Gallatin county farmers who
pooled lambs consider they re-
ceived 75 cents to $1 more a hun-
dred pounds.
The champion lamb at Hart
show weighed an even 100 pounds
and brought 23 cents a pound.
Land-use planning committees
have completed a soil classifica-
tion map in Lewis county.
Only three-fourths of the Mc-
Lean county tobacco acreage was
set, due to dry weather.
Some grain yields in Marshall
county: Thomas Mobley, 36 bush-
els per acre of wheat; Luther
Reed, 31 bushels of Balbo rye
from a half-acre; Clay Reid, 160
bushels of Missouri Early Beard-
less barley from four acres.
ELBERTAS will be ripe; just right
to can about August 1st to 15th.
Always has the full-naturally developed
Flavor and Quality. Buy home-grown
fruit for best canning quality. There is
a good crop this ytar ... next year there
FOR SALE AT THE
KOLTINSKY'S and J. R. BEESLEY & SON
PAGE TRW
Demo Committee To
ieet Sat., Aug. 9
iounty Chairman
Calls Parley To Per-
fect Organization
Losing no time in starting an
•ctive campaign looking toward
lection of its party's nominees
.1 November, the Caldwell Coun-
y Democratic Executive Commit
e has been called to meet Satui
..ay afternoon, Aug. 9, 2 o'clock,
f the courthouse here. Dr. W. I.
Cash, chairman, and Mrs. T. H.
atterfield, secretary, signed the
Principal business will be send-
ig a list of five names of Demo-
rats to the State Central and
xecutive Committee, Frankfort,
om which one will be chosen to
'rye as Democratic election corn-
issioner for Caldwell county for
ae year, Dr. Cash said. Floyd
aung is present Democratic elec-
on commissioner and Walter
...times, Republican commissioner.
Also necessary is setting a date
-r an election to beheld in the
.ow voting precinct, Princeton
.o. 12, where a an and a...so-
'Ian chairman are to be chosen.
rhe party law provides that after
ich election has been called and
event is not held, the county
iairman appoint a man and wo-
tan precinct chairman.
.ounty Agent On
i'wo Weeks' Vacation
•••/4, •••• , •••••••
Mr. and Mrs. J, F. Graham and
aughter, Barbara Sue, left Wed-
(?sday on a two weeks' vacation
y automobile. They will go first
o Mr. Graham's former home, in
'alloway county, thence to visit
is sister, Mrs. W. M. Sparkman,
.t Phillips, Texas. They will do
ome trout fishing in southern
Festival Beauty
0
•••(•
Miss Marjorie Bowden, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Bowden,
was chosen to represent Murray
in the Fifth Annual Tobacco Fes-
tival by the Murray Woman's
Club.
Cobb Queen
Miss Mary Katherine Glass,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Glass, who was chosen recently
'olorado before returning home, to represent Cobb in the T
obacco
Ir. Graham said. I Festival here this month.
,1111111:PliHIMMIN1111111111111111.1111.111111.11111111\
An Appreciation
I wish to express my appreciation to
the people of Caldwell county for the
fine support given me in the primary
election in nominating me the Demo-
cratic candidate for County Attorney,
and my gratitude for the many cour-
tesies and kindnesses shown me during
the campaign.
The confidence thus displayed in this
endorsement encourages me to greater
effort in serving the county consistent
with the needs of the people and the
best interests of Caldwell County.
I desire to thank all for the encour-
agement and help accorded me
throughout a close ad hard-fought race,
and in the coming general election to
ask for your continued help and sup- i
port.
Sincerely and gratefully yours,
GEORGE 0. ELDRED
 gliel111110111111111111101MERS11111111011a
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To The Voters
Of Caldwell Co.
I wish to take this occasion to ear-
nestly thank each of you who saw fit
to Ripport me in the Sheriff's race in
this year's Primary. Altho, I was not
successful, I sincerely appreciate the
efforts many of you extended toward
nominating me and promise your sup-
port was not unheeded.
Sincerely yours,
Hyland Mitchell
Festival Program
Nears Completion
Box Seats On Sale,
Parade Plans Are
Announced
Completion of the fifth annual
Tobacco Festival program is near-
er today as box seat tickets were
placed on sale and plans were an-
nounced for the Mother Goose
Kiddie Parade.
Ticket sales are under direc-
tion of Mrs. A. G. Hubbard and
are placed at $2.50 a seat or $10
for a box of 4. They will admit
bearers to beauty pageant, style
show, horse show, plantation par-
ty, swing musical extravanganza
and all other festival attractions
except the Queen's Ball. They can
be purchased at a saving of 75
cents over the regular price for
all the attractions.
Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, Festival
president, bought the first ticket
this morning. Box seats will be
arranged in the same manner as
last year and all patrons' names
are to be placed in the souvenir
progra mif tickets are bought be-
fore August 13.
The Mother Goose parade will
be held August 30 at 10:30 o'clock,
Dr. Craddock Jaggers, Festival
publicity chairman, said today.
The committee includes Mrs. Al-
vin Lisanby, Mrs. Gayle Pettit.
Miss Eliza Nall, Miss Virginia
McCaslin and Allan Watson. Cash
prizes will be awarded to the
best group and the best individ-
ual entry. The parade will start
from a point on Plum street be-
tween Washington and Main St.
-4 •
Army Officer Sent
To Morganfield
(By Associated Press)
Washington, Aug. 6—The War
Department Tuesday assigned a
constructing quartermaster to
Morganfield, Ky., an area near
which congressional sources have
said was being considered for a
new Army training center.
Capt. Dewey B. Lyons, now on
duty at the Plum Brook Ordnance
Works, Sandusky, Ohio, was des-
inated constructing quartermas-
ter at Morganfield.
Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
•
Insurance
Fire and Auto
•
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
•
Princeton, Ky. Phone 513
Over Penney's
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky. 
Silk And NylonCadiz Entrant
Miss Dorothy Street has been
selected to represent Cadiz in the
Tobacco Festival beauty contest
for title of "Queen of the Black
Patch." She is a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Shelby. Street.
Festival Entry
so•
I. .. 
MissGladys Potts, winner of
the Strawberry Festival beauty
contest at Greenville last Spring,
will represent Muhlenberg in the
Fifth Annual Tobacco Festival
contest here.
Kuttawa Taxi Driver
Arrested With Liquor
A. L. Faught, Kuttawa taxi
driver, was arrested late Monday
afternoon when his car, loaded
with 5 cases of beer and a quan-
tity of whiskey, was stopped by
State patrolmen 'Twisdale and
Rudd on the Dawson Springs
highway. A companion, Homer
Marshall, also of Kuttawa, was
not arrested. Faught was charged
with transporting liquor without
proper State license and his trial
set for August 22. He was 're-
leased on bond.
4 •
Houses in Horns, Syria, are
made of black basalt.
-Ae• 
foratimafiVely
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 Thrilling New
Performance!
•
soes
Big Trade-in
Allowance!
EASY TERMS
Beautiful 1942 Philo)
... finest tone, sensitiv-
ity and selectivity ever
offered at this price!
Come in, see it, hear it!
* DOUBLE I.F. CIRCUIT.
Four times the sensitiv-
ity, amazing selectivity
and power.
* BUILT-IN SUPER AERIAL
SYSTEM. More efficiency
on both standard and
short-wave reception.
* ELECTRIC PUSH-BUTTON
TUNING. For I favorite
stations, plus -On-Off-
Button.
* OVERSIZE SPEAKER.
* EXQUISITE CABINET.
* MANY OTHER
FEATURES.
PRI1C0
34552 $69.95
Princeton Lumber Co.
Phone 260
yr.
-- -
(Continued from Page 1)
a Leader reporter was 
told.
The local hosiery mill 
stopped
manufacture of silk hose about 
•
year ago, Judge Harrelson 
said,
when Nylon stockings began 
com-
ing off its machines. Now appro
x-
imately 50 dozen of Nylons are
made weekly. Thus far, no diffi-
culty has been met in obtaining
Nylon sufficient for this produc-
tion, Judge Harrelson said, but no
null is getting more than 30 per-
cent of the Nylon it wants.
DuPont will have another large
plant for making Nylon in pro-
duction about January 1, the local
manufacturer said, and then Ny-
lon stocking manufacturers may
be able to obtain enough for the
new material to produce 50 per-
cent of the nation's needs.
There still won't be nearly
enough Nylon to go around,
Judge Harralson said, and this
will have a tendency to shoot
prices for Nylon hose upward,
unless price controls are put in
effect by the federal government.
DuPont gets about $4.50 a pound
for the product of its mills and
this price has not been raised,
although the company (DuPont)
might easily have charged and
obtained twice as much, in the
local manufacturer's opinion.
The Princeton Hosiery Mills
make a seamless rayon hose, as
well as mixed material stockings,
and, with the federal govern-
ment allocating 10 percent of all
rayon to silk mills which must
close down or find substitute ma-
terials when processed silk now
on hand has been made into
stockings, the rayon supply com-
ing to the local mill will be cur-
tailed that much and production
decreased accordingly.
At Paducah, concern was ex-
pressed Monday over the new
federal order placing all raw silk,
which comes in bales like cotton,
under federal control, for use in
making parachutes and bag for
powder. Approximately 450 per-
sons faced early unemployment,
if the three silk hosiery mills
there are forced to shut down,
press dispatches said. Only a
small amount of processed silk
was on hand at the Paducah mills
which also are making Nylon
stockings. It was announced Wed-
Governor To Name
New Commissioner
(By Associated Press)
Frankfort, Aug 8—Kentucky's
new railroad commissioner is to
be an appointee.
Assistant Attorney General M.
B. Holifield advised Gov. Keen
nesday the Paducah mills had re-
sumed full operation with rayon
material.
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people prefer General Eleckie than
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The Red Front Stores by an overwhelming majority to furnish your task
the best of food at the lowest possible price. A candidate that always wins;
Reliable Red Fronts. More for your Money all the Time.
lemonette Cakes Lb. 15c
Chews Lb. 21cChunky
Cookies Ripple Lb.1 OC
Cheese Kraft AmericanExtra Fine
Pet Milk
2-1b. box 55c
3 tall 25
cans
Cocoa Peerless 17cLarge 2-lb. pkg.
Powder JAelllloFIlcaevoCrsream 3 pkgs.25c
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER with lovely
aluminum holder, 3 colors
2 cans and holder All 41c
Swift's Prem Gcoolo: l2-oz.hotor can 27c
Cake Flour =
Dog Food
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SWAN SOAP—
Large Cake 
('Medium size cake... :lige oO
Lady Belly
Pi▪ ckle Sticks Kosher
Salmon A'
hr
Tall PS
Dole'
Pineapple Gems Tan.
Apples 5P
Vienna Sausage
Plain orOlives Stuffed fess
Fresh and Cured Meats
Veal Chops ':izticfyro:eal Lb. 21c Sliced Bacon
Veal Roast Cut .::°:Inmck Lb. 19c Fresh Pork Brains
Fruit jars, quart tin cans, sealing wax, Mason jar tops, rubbers, all
sugars, spices, vinegar, canning acid, Pen- Jel, Certo, sacharine. More for
all the Time.
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